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Trinity Hosts A Forum On Urban Revitalization
A Number Of Panels Convened Dealing With Issues Ranging From Crime To Economic Development
BY JIM VALERIO
News Writer
An urban issues forum en-
titled "Rebuilding Communi-
ties, Remaking Cities," was
sponsored by the administra-
tion at Trinity on Monday, No-
vember 18, 1996, in the
Goodwin Theater. Welcoming
a number of prominent admin-
istrators and officials from the
community; the forum focused
•on the ever changing popula-
tion and problematic issues in
the surrounding community.
The forum began with a key-
note address at 9:00 a.m. by
Robert D. Putnam, a Stanfield
Professor of International Peace,
as well as a Harvard University
graduate. He spoke of civic en-
gagement, and the lack thereof,
concentrating on "what has
gone wrong, and how |we can]
fix it."
His address preceded four
panel discussions, all concern-
ing economic development,
community and police involve-
discussion was moderated by a
panel member who began the
discussion by posing questions
and releasing facts pertinent to
the discussion.
Each panel was as diverse in
age as in race, which provided
for an effective discussion.
The first panel, entitled
"Community Economic Devel-
opment; Building from the
Ground Up," discussed the eco-
nomic needs of the rebuilding
community. The panel stated,
in order to properly remake the
city, Trinity must provide the
community with the funds to
instill programs and services
needed to improve the commu-
nity.
The panel consisted of Tony
Auguilar, a head organizer of
the Interfaith Community Or-
ganization in Jersey City; An-
drea L. Harris, the President of
the North Carolina Institute of
Minority Economic Develop-
ment Inc.; Mary Nelson, the
President of the Bethel New Life,
Inc. in Chicago; Holly Sklar, the
co-author of the book Streets of
The Urban Issues Forum, held last Monday at the Austin Arts Center, included
several different panelists throughout the day.
MATTHEW ELLIOTT
and finally, community initia-
tives in perspective. Each panel
of the Dudley Street Neighbor-
hood Initiative in Roxbury, MA.
The panel discussion was mod-
crated by Robert Halpern of the
economic development was a
panel dealing with community
involvement entitled "The
Community and the Police: An
ban Neigh borhood; and Gregory
C. Watson, Executive Director
Loyola University.
Following the discussion on
Each member spoke of their ex-'
periences and intuitions on
Small Addresses Dining Issues
Marriott's Chief Discusses Their Past & Future At Trinity
BY JENNIFER ANTONIAZZI
News Writer
Last Thursday night at 9:00
p.m., Director of Marriott Food
Services Jonathan Small made
himself available for questions
in the Underground Coffee
House. He answered inquiries
on the quality of the food ser-
vice at Trinity and provided in-
formation on the coming
additions to the current.dining
options.
In comparison to other
schools, Trinity does not offer
many "branded concepts".
They are including nationally
known corporate names such
as Pizza Hut and Taco Bell in a
school's menu. "Branded con-
cepts tend to work better at
larger schools because these
programs require enormous
student participation for corpo-
rations to be interested," said
Small, "There has to be a high
student demand which would
balance the high costs to the
companies and the schools in-
volved."
He went on to explain that
most of the companies get a
commission of around ten per-
cent of the sales and that it costs
about $40,000 to set up a booth
and $80,000 to set up a restau-
rant facility on campus for these
organizations. "Branded con-
cepts result in higher prices for
students and a potential finan-
cial loss for the school," said
Small, "After all, if the demand
for these food chains is not high
then the school is left with an
$80,000 facility which it cannot
use. Also, branded concepts
tend to lock students into those
types of food and cuts down on
the variety that can be offered."
Consequently, Trinity uses
branded concepts on a much
smaller scale such as Dunkin
Donuts offered in the Cave and
the frozen yogurt offered in
Mather dining hall. Small
pointed out that the negative as-
pects of branded concepts can
crop up easily; he cited an ex-
ample with TCBY yogurt to il-
lustrate his point:
Prior to this semester, TCBY
supplied all of the frozen yogurt
provided in the Mather Dining
Hall. According to Small, TCBY
pulled out of their contract two
weeks before the beginning of
the fall semester, without any
prior notice, because they were
not selling enough of their
product. "I had to scramble in
order to replace them because of
their sudden decision to no
longer supply us," said Small,
"Recently, they sent me a letter
saying that they would like to
come back."
Many students have ex-
pressed to Small their prefer-
ence for TCBY yogurt over the
currently supplied Dannon
brand. Consequently, he com-
mented, "I am deciding whether
to renegotiate with them but
they would have to agree to not
see MARRIOTT on page five
community policing and inte-
gration of police and house-
holds.
The moderator, Frank X.
•Harrmann; who is also the Ex-
ecutive Director of the Program
see FORUM on page six
Sleep-Out Brings
Reality To Trinity
BY SUZANNE FARRRL
News Writer
Trinity was one of 600 cam-
puses nationwide to partici-
pate in "The Great American
Sleep-Out* last Wednesday.
College students across the
United Slates spent the night
out-of-doors to encounter the
difficulties associated with
homelessness. Trinity students
and members of. the Hartford
community gathered at the
Cave last Wednesday evening
to discuss issuesrelated tohun-
gerandhomelessnesst an event
sponsored by ConnPlRG,
One of the program's high-
lights was when different men
and women from the commu-
nity who had once been home-.
less spoke,wirti the students
about their ordeals. The stu-
dents then proceeded outside •
to the Cave patio.where they
intended to spend the night.
Because of the near freezing
temperatures, many dropped
off during the early morning
hours to return to the warmth
of their dorm rooms.
At the end of the sleep-out,
five students'were left at 8:00
a.m; to enjoy coffee and the re-
lieving comfort of the Cave.
"Events like this are meant to
.raise awareness on college
campuses and in the commu-
nity about the problems of
hunger and homelessness,"
said Elke Sporseen, campus
• organizer for ConnPlRG.
12Trinity students attended
the introductory discussion
part of the event. During this
portion of the evening's pro-
gram, Melvin Smith, formerly
homeless and now the Out-
reach Coordinator for the Im-
maculate ConceptionShelter
in Hartford, spoke of his own
• experiences on the -streets.
"You never know who you can
see BOLD on page five
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Is Well Enough Good Enough?
After last week's publication, a professor saw it fitting to point out to his class that 1 had in-
vented a word in my last editorial. Yes, that's right, I invented the word "ignoration." Most of us
have done it at one time or another in a term paper, but I did it in the newspaper. Shame on me.
I can look at it now and almost laugh as I make a feeble attempt to cover up my blushed
cheeks, but no matter what I do, the act is done, the error is complete. No doubt this astute
professor saw this error; scoffed, chuckled and shared my momentary stupidity with his class.
Although this incident is indeed embarrassing, it's not entirely unforgivable (I hope). What
struck me about this professor's initiative to draw his class' attention to my error is the absolute
irony of it. So 1 screwed up. 1 have no problem being made an example of, but should I stand
alone?
••. -Last year a student was suspended from Trinity for plagiarizing a large portion of her senior
thesis. This situation was kept relatively quiet, but should it have been? I'm not suggesting that
we'should string up plagiarists and stone them on the quad, but should we shove them to the
wayside of our academic community? Whether students or faculty believe it or not, cheating,
plagiarizing, and an altogether absence of work occurs on this campus more than most of us
would like to believe. The question becomes, do we allow the incidents of student wrongdoing
to go unnoticed by the greater community? Should the work of plagiarists and students who
choose not to participate in classroom activities and assignments be recognized as well?
What I am trying to point out is an overwhelming acceptance of academic mediocrity on
this campus. Perhaps it is not mediocrity in the sense of the entire academic world, but medio-
cre in the same respect that the m ajority of students on this campus are middle class. We are an
upper-mediocre student body.
From what I have gathered from several faculty members, the degree of scholarship at Trin-
ity has increased in the last few years, but is it sufficient to raise the standards to the degree that
the present administration hopes? I would argue that it is not. There are still an overwhelming
number of students that are allowed to "skate by" in their classes and still pass. These students
do not complete the reading assignments, or papers, or even show up to class regularly. Unfor-
tunately, more often than not, they are rewarded for their lack of effort with a passing grade. In
more extreme cases, students cheat, copy, and lie, and are still allowed the opportunity to ob-
tain a degree that many students work extremely hard to earn.
I admit my error in my last editorial, and I apologize for it. It was not representative of the
.work that should be done in The Trinity Tripod, or at Trinity College. I do not begrudge the
professor who pointed out this mistake, but I do have this request for all Trinity professors and
students. Perhaps we should look as deeply into the work of the student body as we do into the
words of Th e Tripod. Mediocrity should not be tolerated at a school such as ours, and we can all
use our knowledge, expertise, and concern to elevate the status of scholarship at this institu-
tion.
Sincerely,
Amy Slmckelf ord <97 Elizabeth Perry <98
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To the Editor:
I was very dismayed to read
the cover story, "Affirmative
Action Lecture Stresses Miscon-
ceptions" in last week's Tripod.
It was the Trinity Women's Or-
ganization who sponsored the
event, which was a discussion,
not a lecture, and our name was
never mentioned in that article.
I am very surprised that this
tant things for the Trinity com-
munity. As president this year,
one of my primary concerns
has been to publicize our name,
so that others can appreciate
our contributions.
We sponsored the Vagina
Monologues this semester,
where we were described in the
program. We have also pro-
grammed hall events in fresh-
man dorms. I felt that having
We are the only explicitly feminist
organization on this campus...
was not included in Ian Lang's
account, because first of all, I
assume that he found out about
the event either through his E-
mail, or through a flyer in
Mather, all of which mentioned,
first and foremost, that this was
an event organized by the Trin-
ity Women's Organization. Sec-
ond of all, he and I ended up
walking into the Women's Cen-
ter together; I introduced my-
self to him, and said, "Hi, I'm
Ashley. I'm President of the
Trinity Women's Organization."
He certainly cannot plead igno-
rance of our involvement in the
talk.
It is very frustrating to be
president of an organization
that is so unknown on our cam-
pus. Having been involved in
the Trinity Women's Organiza-
tion since early on in my fresh-
man year, I have always been
disappointed to learn that very
few people, men and women,
freshmen-and seniors, know of
our existence much lc^our ac-
mities Weaie thconl) explic-
itly feminist organization on
this campus, and we do impor-
this event, which was the idea
of a freshman member, Kristen
Dulaney, would be another
good way to familiarize others
with our name, as well as gar-
ner their interest. Whether or
not we believe affirmative ac-
tion is an important issue, every
woman and every person of
color on this campus stands to
benefit from it; it is likely that .
every white male will be indi-
rectly affected by it. Professor
Herzberger's talk is a vital ex-
ample of the contributions that
the Trinity Women's Organiza-
tion make to this campus.
I feel that it was irresponsible
of Ian Lang not to mention us
in conjunction with the talk.
The lecture did not magically
materialize, and it was not or-
ganized by the Women's Center
— two ideas that one might get
from reading his article. The
Trinity Women's Organization
is very interested in increasing
f l / ^y
and creating a ^ pace wheio we
can Lome toguhci and in lot
mally discuss issues that are of
See Affirmative on pg. 3
PT's Special Greek Edition
Since it seems a foregone conclusion that these
bastions of elitism and debauchery are not going to
last much longer, Pillow Talk thought a brief salute
to each might be in order.
St. Elmo This former fraternity has been reborn
t as a model of coeducation, and has alegitimate future as a sorority.
The Hall It's rumored that Kit is parked in an
underground garage and that these guys
* control the school. Both fantasies are
* thankfully false.
Columns Psi-U and Kappa seem to have worked
4- out a feasible plan to meet the mandate.
• FT thinks the name needs some work.
Fire Society The Delts and AD seem joined at the hip
4. (or other places) and unable to socialize
w with anyone or anything else. Oh well.
All others w LLWS, Lockwood, and the others are
W remarkably quiet. Rest in Peace, y'all.
POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to. The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pub-
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be,an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity. ;
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582 : . /
• E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu •
 :
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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What's Wrong
Trinity might seem a quiet
placid little community of
noble purpose, but those of us
on the inside know better There
are a select few who have al-
lowed their paranoid personas
to see beyond Trin's austere fa-
cade. We all know that Oswald
was not alone, that aliens are
currently living amongst us
and that the Federal Reserve re-
ally runs the country. However,
not many of us are privy to the
biggest conspiracy of all — the
one that inevitably affects each
of our lives here at Trinity.
by Jamie Evans
title) is conveniently located in
the basement of a building
which has always been ru-
mored to have tunnels and
other oddities about it. Is this
simple coincidence? I think not.
I suggest that this office is the
centerpiece of the master con-
spiracy plan. These men and
women control our lives, deter-
mine our academic status, and
have the power to covertly dis-
rupt our continued success as
students. Have you ever won-
dered why you must fill out
mountains of paperwork just to
Our beloved school is part of a
intercollegiate plot...
Our beloved school is part of
a intercollegiate plot which will
undoubtedly continue without
ever being wholly understood
or believed. Our lives, classes,
parties and athletic programs
are all being carefully and de-
liberated controlled by a man of
infamy in all our minds. Tom
Gerety began this process, and
he has left carefully placed
compatriots to continue his
work while he moved on to
Amherst to spread the roots of
his dastardly plan.
The public signs of this un-
derground plan are hard to find.
Most are easily dismissed as be-
ing independent events. Yet, put
them all together and the pic-
ture becomes clear. Doesn't it
seem odd that the forbidden
plaque is located in close prox-
imity to the Registrar's Office?:y to the Reg.
BSWfffffflfOffice of Institutional Records
(1 think that's its inane new
withdrawal from a class or ap-
ply for a degree? Obviously, un-
known forces are maintaining
secret files on each one of us.
Much like "Filegate" these files
are moving quietly into the
computer databases of prospec-
tive employers and nosy law en-
forcement agencies.
What about ORL? This office
is so steeped in secrecy that even
those working for the program
have been coerced into un-
known participation. Unlike
the Registrar's Office, ORL is
able to directly affect our daily
lives. In collaboration with
B&G, they facilitate late-night
false fire alarms, periods of hell-
ish heat and frigid cold, phones
that work intermittently, and
locks which are testy, to say the
least. ORL's job is to quietly
make our lives difficult. Much
these men and women are sim-
ply operatives for the higher-
Along The long Walk
WHY DON'T WE HAVE A
FULL WEEK OF VACATION
FOR THANKSGIVING?
AMBROSE CONROY '97
"So that our professors
have equal opportunites to
cut classes."
KATIE BRIERLEY '98
& MAREN REILLY '98
"Because it's much cooler
to fly home than to drive."
WILL EGAN '99
"More time to find a
girlfriend. God, I'm so
pathetic!"
CHARLIE SAUNDERS '99
"It's a conspiracy against
family life."
ups.
What about Campus Safety?
Their office was recently moved
to the far outskirts of campus.
Intelligence is much more eas-
ily gathered when detection is
difficult. Their isolated listen-
ing post is critical for monitor-
ing fraternity parties and
student phones, and spreading
disinformation and campus
propaganda. They are the CIA
of our campus. How about the
post office? Lost and misdi-
rected mail is common and of-
ten overlooked. Its intentionally
done to prevent us from
promptly paying bills, respond-
ing to professors, and maintain-
ing ties with the outside world.
These are only the most ex-
plicit outgrowths of Gerety's
plan to create such chaos at
NESCAC schools that we'll all
be forced to combine into one
school (The University of Dis-
content, perhaps?) which will
inevitably be run by Tom. I hope
our newfound savior President
Dobelle can root out these evil
forces before they complete
their work.
(Note: this is a purely fictional
and paranoid piece. Do not take
is personally, and please don't
read it as truth. Hey, who knows,
I might be in on this plot too?)
Affirmative
contin uedfrom page 2
interest to us all. We are also
highly concerned about the
issue of affirmative action,
not just in the context of its
function in society at large,
but in the context of Trinity's
hiring practices. This was an
event that was part of our
agenda, and to not mention
vice to us, but to others m the
community.
I also feel that Ian Lang's de-
cision to leave the discussion
as soon as it ended, without
asking the names of any of
the participants in the discus-
sion, was a poor one. The im-
pression given in The Tripod
article is that Professor
Herzberger lectured to us and
then gave a limited amount of
time for questions, as with
most lectures. But because
this was a discussion, Profes-
sor Herzberger's initial re-
marks lasted twenty minutes,
and then there was more than
forty minutes of participation
by the students, who deserve
to be credited.
Incidentally, every student
who attended the event, ex-
cept for Lang and one woman,
is a member of the Trinity
Women's Organization. Al-
though I was glad we had
such a good turnout for our-
selves, it was obviously a dis-
appointment that so few
members of the Trinity com-
munity felt that this discus-
sion was relevant to his or her
life.
1 am very glad that Profes-
sor Herzberger got the public-
ity she deserves. I am glad
that The. Tripod covered the
event in the first place, be-
cause it has been my experi-
ence that events held in the
Women's Center are usually
not front page stories. It is
unfortunate, however, that the
even t was covered unjus'd y.
Sincerely,
Ashley.Hammarth '97 and
the Trinity Women's
Organization
1happened to'be in TheUnderground several: Monday
:ago when President Dobelle andjim lyiullen s^opj)ed irt
with students. After milling.around the foornftr aibit, they sac
at a table where anyoneinterested in calking to them could,
gather 'round. I quickly identified this bppor tunity-to, prcjeras-
Parts of the conversation were:ab6uc what Trinity • cdrido:to
stand out, in all areas, ^ gainst its corripetitjon^ Dobelie^hci
Mullen eventually;turned the :c0nversati6ft to places; qf study;:
They• djsCqvered that Trinity students haw mastered the:art;:Q|
sQcializinganywhere^'dorr^
:
'an'apade^
s^
t ^ ^
£f£d;;r^^
{ ^ ^
l^ ih^s. : in ;d^
y ^
coat check. And the computers could all be used" for e-rnail or
other forays into cyberspace which promise to become staples
o£ future entertainment establishments everywhere. They could
even install huge, Caye-size television screens. By night they
could show videos, or they could be monitors for dance floor
cameras, so that no matter where you were, you would never miss
any of the action. The possibilities are endless.
1 don't mean to Intend that we should trade in our academic
temple for a cathedral of debauchery. I think it could function
as both, Instead of closing the library at night, they .could just
block parts of. the library off, and cover the exposed bookcases
with plexiglass, or maybe the bookcases could just recess into
the f loon The'television monitors coulddisplay important news
from, around the world, the country, or the school The transfor-
mation Would create more on-campus jobs, another pn-catnpus
social outlet, and serve'as a phenomenal income generator for
the library and the school. We'd be the only school in the Col-
lege rankirtgs with a rating forour dance'club,That would cer-
taittly be one'way to stand put against the lyies.; . .
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Student Government Association Report
Preview Party Leads To
Loss Of $4,000 In SAF
BY SARA MERIN
SGA Reporter
SGA's weekly meeting was
held last Monday, November 18
at 9:15 p.m. in Terrace Room B of
Mather Hall. Of the four mo-
tions originally scheduled for
discussion, the Senate only
acted on two of them.
The meeting began with an
unexpected committee report
from Vice-President of Finance
Mick Nardelli '97 of the Budget
Committee. He reported that
the SGA had lost approximately
$4,000 in Student Activities
funds (SAF) on the preview
party that was held on Novem-
ber 15. 20 kegs were stolen and
three carbon dioxide tanks were
broken.
Although the party was
slated to be a joint effort by
many organizations on campus,
Nardelli did not feel the frater-
nities "pulled their own weight".
According to him, they did not
show up to work the taps as
agreed upon, and when they
did, they let fellow fraternity
brothers in for free. Nardelli
blamed much of the loss of rev-
enue on them.
The first motion on the
agenda, which dealt with pro-
posing a change in post office
hours, was removed from the
agenda, and discussion moved
on to the second topic of discus-
sion.
This motion involved an in-
quiry into the possibility of hav-
ing a news stand at the Bistro.
The SGA voted, and the motion
passed with very little contro-
versy.
The next motion that was
discussed involved changing
eligibility for IDP awards, and it
generated a heated discussion.
SGA President Paxton Provitera
'97 proposed, "I move that there
be two separate award catego-
ries, one for IDP students and
one for ODP students." After
much discussion, Nardelli sug-
gested, "None of us have the an-
swers to the questions that
might be posed." He then
moved that the issue be tabled
until a few IDP students and
some members of the adminis-
tration were present to field the
questions and issues properly.
The issue was tabled until next
week when all groups will be
represented.
The fourth and final motion
that was presented at the meet-
ing involved the SGA opening
an alternative bookstore. Anne
Sawyer '00 proposed that SGA
start a book exchange for the
spring semester so students can
get more money for their books.
Ben Russo '97 expanded on the
idea by saying that the students
initially sell their used books to
SGA, and they get money for
them.
Russo then described how
SGA would keep the alternative
bookstore in sound economic
condition when he stated, "We
sell books at an inflated rate, but
not as inflated as the bookstore."
He also added, "What student
wouldn't buy into this?" After
much discussion, this issue was
tabled until more information
could be compiled.
In an unscheduled order of
business, Sharon Thor '00 sug-
gested that the SGA set up a
"ride board." This board would
be a place where students with
cars could post information on
when they are going home for
vacations. Other students who
are in need of rides home could
then contact the individuals
with cars and travel with them.
Thor suggested that students
who receive rides home should
pay for gas on the ride home as
a payment for the ride and as a
measure of gratitude to the stu-
dent who gave them the ride.
The SGA went to work on this
immediately, and the ride board
will be posted on the SGA bul-
letin board.
NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Investigations Into Painting Theft Continues
Four impressionist landscape paintings valued at $40,000 were stolen from the
Eustis buildings at Colby College on Wednesday, November 6, The Colby Echo reported.
Three of the paintings were stolen from the buildings third floor, and the other was taken
from the second floor. Due to the ongoing search, the police have released very little
information regarding the specific details of the theft. According to Detective Seargent
John Gould of the Waterville Police Department there are currently two possible scenarios
being considered as the reason for the theft, one that it is merely a student prank, or more
seriously that it is a theft by persons with a knowledge of the art market. As a result of the
theft the college has removed artwork from the iest of Eustis, from Lunder, and from
Robert Union. Dean of the College Earl Smith said," We have become relaxed because we
have always had works of art displayed." He added that the loss of this freedom to display
art is unfortunate for the college. .
Perfect Season Ruined On Last Second Touchdown
Williams College fullback Mike McAdams scored on a third down play from the
two yard line with 36 seconds remaining sending Amherst College to their first loss of the
season, according to the Amherst student Despite the loss Amherst finished the season
with an 10-1 record and a share of the league title with Trinity. Amherst dominated the
game throughout, but missed opportunity after opportunity, finally giving Williams the
ball back with 5:26 left pinned at their own two yard line, Mixing a variety of runs and
passes the Williams offense drove down the field finally scoring on McAdams last second
heroics. Following the game many of the Amherst players lamented about lost
opportunity. "What's so frustrating is that we were in the exact position we dreamed of
being in, the opportunity was there," said Dave Shapiro '97.
300 Rally Against Homophobia
On Thursday members of the Mount Holyoke Community spoke out against
homophobia at the college's Rally Against Homophobia, the Mount Holyoke Newspaper
reported. The rally included a candlelight vigiJ, speeches on. the steps of Blanchard, and a
student march. The rally was organized by Alicia Curlew '98 a lesbian student on campus
who feels that the college needs to do more for gay students. When I have to be afraid to
go into the office of someone at my College, that's homophobia."
Meat Thieves Sn ©giiby
The cook for St. Anthony's Hall located in Ogilby
reported that a thief stole approximately $400 in beef,
chicken, and pork products from the kitchen sometime
between 1:00 and 5:00 a.m. on Saturday, November 16.
Campus Safety investigations have revealed no suspects
as of yet. They believe that the meats were being held in
an unsecured area, making it relatively simple for the
burglar to steal them.
Unsafe Lockers At Ferris
Three bathing suits and a pair of goggles were stolen
from the women's locker room in the Ferris Athletic
Center sometime between Saturday, November 16 and
Monday, November 18. The items were valued at
approximately $240. Campus Safety believes the lockers
in which they were contained were not secured.
Beware Of Soft Topped Jeeps
A Jeep with a soft, convertible top parked on
Summit Street across from the Funston dormitory was
vandalized last week. The owner of the vehicle reported
the incident to Campus Safety at 1:45 a.m. on Tuesday,
November 19. The front window was smashed and the
glove box and the center console were rummaged
through. Nothing was reported missing from the car.
Caught Scaling The Chapel
A Campus Safety officer observed four students
climbing up the side of Mather Chapel at approximately
3:00 a.m. on Friday, November 22. The students were
quite cooperative with the officer and proceeded to
climb down. Campus Safety has forwarded this case to
the Dean of Student's office.
Brown Receives Grant
Philip S. Brown, Jr., a lecturer in the Department of
Mathematics has been awarded a $75,700 grant from the
National Science Foundation for his project entitled
"Mathematical Modeling and Analysis of the Rainfall
Process". Brown's research involved the help of a student
assistant, Stephanie Brewster '97. In conjunction with
this project, Brown is co-authoring a paper to be
presented at the Cloud Physics Conference to be held in
August in Zurich, Switzerland.
Vaierio; Williams; Salonga Wins
In last Wednesday's election of officers for the Class
of 2000, Jim Vaierio, Glenn Williams, and Adrian Salonga
emerged victorious in the races for President, Vice-
President, and Secretary respectively. As reported in last
week's Tripod, the three battled their way through a field
of 19 candidates. The Office of Alumni Relations reports
that 66% of the members of the class came out to vote.
Dobelle To Serve On Board
• President Evan S. Dobelle has been appointed by the
Secretary of the Navy to serve on a Board of Advisors to
the Superintendent of the Naval Postgraduate School at
Monterey, California. The 12-member board consists of
members of the academia, military, and business
communities. The board meets once a year to advise the
Secretary and the Superintendent on matters
concerning the advanced education of naval officers.
Dobelle's term is slated to last until the year 2000.
Trinity Club Honors Perez
Director of Community Development and
Government Relations Eddie A. Perez '96 received the
Trinity Club of Hartford's Person of the Year award
recently. The awafd is given annually to someone who
has graduated from Trinity within the past 25 years,
currently resides in the greater Hartford area, and has
demonstrated outstanding service to the community
and College.
Editor's Note: Some of these News Briefs are courtesy of
the Office of Marketing and Public Relations.
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Bold Event On Homelessness Draws Few
As part of last Wednesday's "Sleep-Out", a number of students
spent a night in the cold to honor the homeless.
ALEX CUKOR
Marriott Doing Its
Best To Meet Needs
continued from page one
repeat this incident in the future."
When asked what he thought about
the food quality, Small was very posi-
tive in his views. "I think that the pro-
gram here is good, it offers a variety of
choices," he commented: He compared
the food service and the options open
to students now to those offered ten
years ago. "Back then students had to
wait in a cafeteria line and choose one
of two possible entrees," he com-
mented.
That system has been replaced with
the current self-service program
wtHrhofff
stuaentsr^
ferent dinning options is equal," he
said, "While the Bistro's menu is cen-
tered more around name brand cold
"The addition of a salad bar and the new
fry vat should add more alternative
dining options in the Cave," said Small,
"A new fry vat has been placed in order
to cook chicken products separately in
recognition of vegetarian and vegan
sensitivities."
According to Small the new salad bar
will be installed over Christmas break,
He maintains that these measures show
how willing the administration is to ac-
commodate students' needs and imple-
ment their suggestions.
When asked about the student par-
ticipation Small said, "Generally, stu-
which forces me to keep adjusting." One
source of effective communication be-
tween students and Marriott is the "Beef
"J think that the program here offers a variety of choices.
.. [Ten years ago] students had to wait in a cafeteria line
and choose one of two possible entrees."
-Jonathan Small, Director of Marriott Food Services
cuts and deserts, the meats in the Bis-
tro and the Cave are equal in quality
despite the differences in price."
Yet; change has not necessarily been
an easy process, especially in the area
of providing alternative options for
vegans and vegetarians. "It has been
difficult because things keep chang-
ing," said Small, "A couple of years ago
a vegetarian option meant offering a
fish course. Now vegetarianism has
evolved and must be accommodated."
In an effort to prove that Marriott sat-
isfies students'demands, Mather is now
equipped with a salad bar and a nutri-
tion center that provides information
for the food on the Mather menu. Sen-
sitivity training has also been imple-
Board". It is a bulletin board inside the
Mather Dining Hall where students
can anonymously communicate any
complaints to the Marriott administra-
tion. Small also pointed out that his
staff often takes a look at the board to
see what students are thinking about
their company. "The staff also goes over
the comments left on the beef board,
the compliments and the criticisms,
and tries to adapt to them," said Small.
In trying to encourage continued stu-
dent participation in the evolution of
Trinity's cuisine, Small outlined his in-
tention of organizing focus groups.
"About two weeks ago we sent out a de-
mographic survey to find out what stu-
dents thought about the food here and
"The addition of a salad bar and the new fry vat should
add more alternative dining options in the Cave. . . A
new fry vat has been placed in order to cook chicken
products separately in recognition of vegetarian and vegan
sensitivities."
- Small
men ted in order to make the staff aware
of certain serving techniques. For in-
stance, they are encouraged not to mix
eating or serving utensils from entrees
with meat to vegetarian or vegan food
options.
This increased desire to accommo-
date the dietary needs of the students
has led to plans for installing a salad bar
in the Cave. In addition, there are plans
to install another frying vat to cook the
chicken rings apart from french fries.
design a plan to accommodate their
wants," said Small.
His intentions are to encourage
more people to get involved with im-
proving the food offerings here, Small
hopes to conduct the first of these fo-
cus groups as early as December. "The
individuals who participate will be
the ones who will influence the future
food options here for the other 1,400
students on the meal plan," he said. He
did notdiscuss any selection process.
continued from page one
trust," he said, a comment which drew
agreement and sympathy from others in
the audience who had been homeless.
The speakers addressed issues of fear,
illness, embarrassmen t, and many other
problems which accompany home-
lessness. One woman spoke of Hartford's
inadequate transportation system, a
problem which leaves many homeless
people unable to get higher paying jobs
in the suburbs. Another man explained
the problems with drugs and alcohol
which are common on city streets. After
listening to the speakers, some of the stu-
dentsattempted to attain a better under-
standing of their plight by setting out to
spend one night without shelter. "This
is an opportunity for students toactually
experience what it's like to be homeless,"
said Sporseen.
Trinity students set up blankets and
pillows on the Cave Patio, ready to battle
the cold through the night. "It wasn't re-
ally like being homeless," observed
Kathleen Pierre '99, "because you could
leave any time." However, the students
did experience some problems related to
homelessness. They were of cen ridiculed
by other students who were heading to
their dorms.
Many were unable to last through the
night because of the extreme discomfort.
Illness resulting from the cold was also
a problem for a few of the students.
Pierre felt like she "was not part of soci-
ety," an issue prevalent for many home-
less people. Most of the participants
considered the event a success. "People
need to become more aware," said Smith,
and the Sleep-Out was "a way to accom-
plish that." Students were given a taste
of homelessness, both through the sto-
ries of those who have experienced it and
by sleeping in the cold for one night.
A Trinity sophomore who did not par-
ticipate in the event was asked what he
thought about the Great American
Sleep-out. He responded, "it is not often
that things of this sort happen, and even
when they do they are somewhat over-
looked. It is a shame that the student
body does not focus on things of this
nature more frequently." This comment
reflects the relatively low number of stu-
dents who participated in the event.
Phi Beta Kappa Nominates
Students For Local Chapter
Name
-' CHARLES BAKER
JOSEPH DEANGELIS
LYNN DONAHUE
JOSHUAEPOTTN
TOUFICHADDAD
BROOKS HOLT AN
PETER NICHOLS
LISA OLNEY
AMY SHACKELFORD
PETER SIGRIST
AMRIK SINGH
AMY WEIGHORST
LISA WORTHINGTON
Major
ECONOMICS
CHEMISTRY
INTERDISCIPLINARY
THEATER AND DANCE
PHILOSOPHY/ INT'L STUDIES
PHILOSOPHY
ECONOMICS
AMERICAN STUDIES
ENGLISH/ED. STUDIES
ENGLISH
BIOLOGY
ENGLISH
COMPUTER SCIENCE/MATH
• • ' i f .
Join the Tripod Staff
And Gain Experience In
Copy Editing
Origina IR eporting
Building a Newspaper
and more
Since those of
Us who bring you this
Paper
Cannot Do It on Our Own
Keep your submissions
coming
SOON!
Have A Happy
Thanksgiving
HOLIDAYS!
Paris
London
Brussels
Madrid
Rome $
FARES ARE EACH WAY FROM NEW YOSK BASED ON A ROUNOIBP
PURCHASE. FARES DO NOT INCIUDE IEDERAI lAxts CM PFCs
TOMWNG S3 AW) 54$, DEKKOING OH DESTINATION CM DEPAS-
TURE CHARGES PAID DIRECTLY TO FOREIGN G E
CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!
320 EIM STREET • NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
203-562-5335
http://www.cice.org/travel.htm
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Community Leaders Discuss
Social Issues At Urban
continued from page one
injustice Policy and Manage-
ment at the Kennedy School of
Government, posed questions to
the audience and panel mem-
bers on the adjustment to our
"changing society" and the re-
sponsibility shift in household
and organizat ions. "W hy do we
feel unsafe; why the discontent
and why, through proper polic-
ing and integration of police
and community, can't we pro-
vide the best possible service to
this city?"
Following his questions,
Felice Ktrby, the founder of the
Neighborhood Anti-Crime
Center of the Citizens Commit-
tee for New York City, discussed
the "indispensable partnership,"
and how "community involve-
ment allows people to grow as
leaders and to express concerns
about cities' social issues."
"Lock up lots of bad guys,and
you will still watch your com-
munity deteriorate. The com-
munity can help free-up the
police to provide a better service
to the city." Chief of Police Ed-
ward A. Flynn of Chelsea, MA,
believes that this partnership is
essential to "improving the
quality of life within one's city."
Continuing, Chief Flynn
spoke of improving education
and the proper mandates for
successful community policing.
"Community Policing must be
begun, run and supported by
the community—one cannot
count upon the police to run the
community."" Flynn Went on to
say that Coinm unity Policing is
society's best way to desegregate
the political world and policing.
However, George Crawley,
President of The Crawley Group
and former Assistant City Man-
ager, disputed the idea of allow-
ing communities to police
alone, "Trust is very important
lor Community policing to
work well." He went on to say,
"Economic virtuesand commu-
nity participation, as well as the
remainder or City Government,
must be successful within the
community in order for this
idea to grow within our society."
The overall message given by
the panelists was that there are
contradicting issues in dealing
with community involvement
and in the words of Chief Flynn,
"1 think the best way to tell if
Community Policing is working
is if they renew my contract."
The third panel discussion
focused more upon children
and there importance in the
community rebuilding. En-
titled "Grassroots Programs for
Children and Youth," the panel
consisted of younger contribu-
tors to the educational system,
and discussed fresh views and
solutions to this evolving prob-
lem.
Moderated by Martha Elisa
Moret, a consultant specializing
in health and welfare of under-
served children and families, as
well as a former Deputy Com-
missioner for Programs at the
Connecticut Department of So-
cial Services, the discussion be-
gan with talk of the 104th
Congress and the hopeful in-
stillment of the 105th which
will have more mandates in
educational programs and com-
munity rebuilding.
Martha Woodward Isler, a
member of the Early Childhood
Initiative at the Allegheny
County United Way in
Pittsburg, gave her vision of
these programs and their hope-
ful intents for the future.
"Through high quality early
care programs and higher qual-
ity standards in welfare and
educational reforms, we will
produce a community and im-
prove our profile. It is also very
important that we integrate the
government into these pro-
grams, for without proper facili-
tation by the government, these
programs will fail in the long
run.
Aaron Lieberman, a recent
Yale graduate and founder of
the 'Jumpstart' program in Bos-
ton spoke of skills and the help
needed to have these students
excel. "I was a pre-school
teacher, and being there and
seeing how few of these chil-
dren grow into intelligent
young adults makes our cause
so much more important."
Randi McCray, a twenty year
old worker at the New Haven
S.A.EE. Haven Collaborative, is
an example of a panel member
directly involved in these recon-
structive programs.
"If young people are not i n-
cluded in this processof remak-
ing our cities, it will never be
successful enough to have
younger students buy into it,"
said McCrary. A sense that en-
couragement for the youth is
necessary to give them hope
and inspiration was held by ev-
ery panel member.
The forum was closed out by
a panel discussing "Community
Based Initiatives: The Promise
and the Pitfalls," incorporated
all elements of the community
restoration and discussed the
importance of the community
helping itself. Panel members
included Paul S. Gogen, Sandra
Brock Jibrell, and many others.
The forum audience was di-
verse and large, with close to 150
people of different race, gender
and age. This forum spoke to a
wide range of community ac-
tivists, from graduate students
to retirees. The audience was
attentive and eager to learn.
Through many questions, the
audience expressed their views.
As one West Hartford el-
ementary school teacher said,
"These panel discussions were
extremely effective and
informational...1 hope these
ideas and initiatives can be car-
ried out and become as effective
within the community."
There are College Boards
and there are college boards.
We give extra credit with ours.
's lii
Simply present your valid college l.D. and receive an early season, late season or
midweek lift ticket for only 522 - that's a full 50% off - or a weekend/holiday lift ticket for S5
less than your non-matriculating friends, Just think of all of the educational things you'll be
able to do with your savings.
:
 > »$8 million snowmaking expansion
• New England's only six-passenger high-speed chairlift
• New "Stratton Unplugged" Mountain Adventure Parks
You're in college. Do something smart. Do Stratton.
http://www.stralton.sora 1 •
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What Is The Quality Of Life At Trinity?
The Quality of Life survey which is compiled by
the Office of Records and Institutional Research
focuses on student's satisfaction with various aspects
of both the academic and social life here at Trinity
To gather the information, the Institutional Research
office surveys seniors at the end of their
undergraduate experience, and first year students to
contrast the perceptions of the two classes. According
to the office, the purpose of this report is to, "present
accurate information and rigorous analyses that will
provide a firm empirical foundation for the
identification and discussion of issues, planning, and
policy formation."
The following are some of the general
conclusions that can be drawn from the. survey:
* Students leave Trinity very satisfied with their
college experience. Seniors were overwhelmingly
satisfied with their academic experiences.
Satisfaction with social and residential life, while still
very positive, was somewhat lower.
* The majority of seniors agreed that Trinity's
urban location is one of its greatest advantages.
However, only one-third of the first-year students
agreed. It is not clear whether this difference between
senior and first-year students is because the latter
group has not yet taken courses or participated in
programs utilizing the city or because last year's
incoming class is, for some reason, less comfortable
with Trinity's increasingly urban emphasis.
* Seniors were ambivalent about Trinity's
administration. More seniors agreed than disagreed
that administrators care about students, but more
were dissatisfied than, were satisfied with the
administration's responsiveness to students concerns.
Some evidence suggests that this negative evaluation
may be related to specific issues and changes in
student-life policies that affected members of the
Class of 1996 late in their time at Trinity and may not
indicate a more general trend..
. . * The majority of seniors were satisfied with
both the library and computing services. The
,a, evaluations cjf the computing services we
library
* In 1996, the majority of seniors were satisfied
with on-campus housing, and only a tenth were
dissatisfied,
* Seniors were quite satisfied with both the
opportunities they had to participate in
extracurricular activities and with the speakers,
cultural offerings, and other such events at Trinity.
There are several indications that students are
becoming more satisfied with the variety of social '
options Trinity offers. Satisfaction with the number
of options continues to be high.
* Seniors were generally dissatisfied with the
ethnic and racial diversity and, as some students
emphasized in their comments, of the faculty. Only
16 percent of the seniors were satisfied, while 46
percents were dissatisfied. The satisfaction among
first-year students was only marginally better.
* The vast majority of sen iors felt they had
made significant advances in their ability to learn on
their own, to think analytically and logically, and to
synthesize and integrate ideas and information. At
most, four percent of the seniors placed themselves
on the negative side of these scales.
* 1 n sharp contrast, one-fourth of the seniors fe 11
they had made little or no progress in their ability to
use quantitative tools and reasoning. Unlike other
analytical skills, reported gains in those quantitative
dimensions are strongly related to one's major.
* The evidence from this survey is consistent
with other indications that worries about safety do
not loom large in the lives of Trinity students once
they arrive on campus. Less than one-fifth of both
seniors and first-year students were dissatisfied with
the security in their residence halls. Satisfaction with
security in the dormitories is highly correlated with
satisfaction with the behavior of other students,
suggesting that there may-be an important internal
component to security concerns. The Campus Safety
Office received very high ratings by both seniors and
first-war students.
cTih' <lhil\\:
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
GETTING EXPERIENCE IN
JOURNALISM AND LEADERSHIP?
THEN JOIN THE STAFF O F
THE TRINITY TRIPOP
December 3
For the following positions:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Features Editor
Arts Editor
Announcements Editor
Business Manager
Budget Director
Production Manager
Copy Editor
Circulation Manager
On-Line Consultant
Photography Editor
If your Interested, come to the meeting
in the basement of Jackson (next to
the laundry room) and put your name
on the ballot!! ^
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Trirtity...
Fight, Fight, Fight!
Early on Saturday night the party-
ing started early on Vernon Street. PIKE
alums were visiting the house and
upon stepping outside, they spotted
some Psi-U pledges across the street.
The alums, in an attempt to relive their
glory days, began to harass the pledges.
Psi-U brothers soon caught on to this
activity and came to the rescue of their
brothers-to-be. Around Trinity was
there for the face off of these two
groups, but before they had a chance to
rumble, Campus Safety showed up. (Go
figure, them being located five feet
down the street.) Later on, however, the
gentlemen over at Psi-U got their re-
venge by egging PIKE. Where's Campus
Safety when you really need them?
CROW Doesn't Do Punk
During Saturday night's Sexual
Healing party sponsored by The Raven
Society, The South Asian Cultural Soci-
ety and The Black Women's Organiza-
tion, some CROW brothers decided to
take a 1 ittle break from The Cave scene,
so they wandered down the hall to The
Underground. A punk-rock group was
playing in TVx,e,Under ground to a.
crowd that, most likely, WAS trying to
avoid The Cave when these unruly
brothers entered the scene. From what
AT gathered, these men seemed to
think that the music was not "cool"
enough for them, so they proceeded to
make fun of the musicians. Oh yeah
guys, you exemplify "cool."
Anything For Money
Not only will people do anything
for money, but the sponsors of the
party will let anyone in for money. AT
was aware that the sponsor (LLWS, a.k.a.
94 Vernon, a.k.a. PIKE) was pretty tough
about checking bracelets, but obvi-
ously not too tough about checking
IDs. A group of kids somehow slipped
in. Maybe it was their attempt at dress-
ing "older" that got them in the door,
or maybe it was just that they had the
cash. Either way, if you think you were
shocked at some of the stuff you saw
going on in there, imagine how those
fourteen-year olds felt! Hey, at least
Trinity's gained a few more
prospect ives.
Get In On The Action
It may be lewd, crude and outta
control, but Anything For Money
makes a heap of money playing up to
the nastier-side of Trinity students. AT
is of the opinion that more groups on
campus should learn from this party-
ing trend. Sexual Healing hopped on
the bandwagon, but The Hall fell short
on Friday by sponsoring a band that
flopped. They complained that their
business was being directed elsewhere.
That was definitely true, but it was be-
ing guided by more than just loud mu-
sic and beer...it's called a libido.
LECTURES
Wed, December 4 7:30 PM
There will be a screening of Bye, Bye Brazil in the
Life Sciences Auditorium as part of the Latin Ameri-
can & Spanish Film Series. The film is followed by a
lecture by Alvaro Varela, a professor at Columbia Uni-
versity and a film director.
Thurs, December 5 12:15 PM
The Trinity College Women's Center presents a lec-
ture by Dr. Katherine Power, Assistant Professor of The-
ater and Dance. She will be speaking on Raging
Mothers: Maternal Desire and Revenge in the Dance
Theater of Martha Graham on the second floor ot
Mather Hall in the Women's Center. Fore more infor-
mation, call 297-2408.
The Tripod Staff wishes you and your
family a happy and healthy
Thanksgiving!
PERPDRMANI
Thurs, November 28 8:00 PM
Max Creek will be performing at the Webster The-
ater, 31 Webster Street in Hartford. Tickets in advance
are $10 and $12 on the day of the concert. Call 860-422-
0000 for more information.
Fri, November 29 8:00 PM
God Street Wine will be performing at the Webster
Theater, 31 Webster Street in Hartford. Tickets can be
purchased in advance for $13.50 and $15 on the day of
the concert. For tickets or more information, call 860-
422-0000.
Thurs, December 5 7:00 PM
Stories oJMy Sisters, a performance piece integrat-
ing text, movement and all-original songs about love,
bonding, loss and survival, performed by Women of the
Cross, a Hartford-based, African American a cappella
singing group and directed by Trinity Professor Judy
Dworin will be shown at The Old State House, on the
second floor in the City Council Chamber. The admis-
sion to this event is free.
Interested in working for
the
Trinity Tripod?
* * * * * * * * * *
The 1996 staff is always looking for
new writers and photographers. Join
the editors for their weekly meeting in
jpsithe basement of Jackspn Dorm on
Tuesday nights at 10:00
Please call ext. 2589 or email them at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
Chapel Happenings
Monday, November 25
12:00 noon Pastoral Care Service
The Rt. Rev. Steven Charleston
Sunday, December 1
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass
Monday, December 2
12:00 noon Pastoral Care Service.
Wednesday, December 4
12:00 noon Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
5:00 PM
Q u t } f e c ^ ^
Ma in Chape!
Meditation, Crypt Chapel
Carillon Guild, Dan Kchoe
Friday, December 8
4:30 & 7:30 PM The Festival of Lessons and Carols
Grace of My Heart (R) Wed - Sat 7:30 PM
(1996) Written and directed by Allison Anders. Executive Producer: Martin Scorsese. Cast: Illeana Douglasjohn
Turturro, Eric Stolz, Matt Dillon. Writer-director Allison Anders (Gas Food Lodging) affectionately dips into the cre-
ative highs of the early 60s, when New York studios rocked with the sounds of The Crystals and Lesley Gore, and
women gingerly tested the waters of new independence. Illeana Douglas is just right as a gifted songwriter a la
Carole King, and Matt Dillon nearly steals the show as a trippy Brian Wilson, brain behind the Beach Boys) type.
Along the way, the music, fashions and hair-don'ts provide a divine excursion through the shifting winds ol pop
culture. How can you resist a film with great new songs by Joni Mitchell, the one-and-only Lesley Gore, and the
undreamed-of-collaboration of Bert Bacharach and Elvis Costello? 115 min.
Girlfriends (NR) Fri-Sat 9:50 PM
Sun 2:00 PM *
(1996) Short films directed by Barbara Heller,Jane Schneider, Ela Troyano, Cheryl Dunye, Christine Andreef, Bar-
bara Rose Michels, Monica Pellizzari and Christine Parker. Cast members include: Lucy Lawless, Carmelita Tropicana,
and Tahia Simon. The first-ever anthology of short films from around the world by and /or about, lesbians has its
Hartford Premiere at Cinestudio, home of the Connecticut Gay and Lesbian Film Festival every June. In there eight
short films, awakening sexuality knows no international borders, as an Austrailian girl fantasizes over Italian past-
ries, a young artist named Carmelita Tropicana organizes her fellow prisoners in a song-and-dance routine. "Silly,
sexy & sensuous." SanDiegoGayandLesbianTimes. 100 min.
Stonewall (R) Sun 4:15 PM *
Sun - Tues 7:30 PM
(1996) Director: Nigel Finch. Written by Rikki Beadle Blair, based on the book by Martin Duberman. Cast: Guillermo
Diaz, Fredrick Weller, Brendan Corbalis, Duane Boutte. In the summer of 1969, a young gay man arrives in New York
City in hopes of finding his first lover. In a Village gay bar, a drag queen named LaMiranda worries about being
dralted. In Stonewa II, these are just two of the gay New Yorkers who come to revolt against the constant harassment
of the police in the riots that sparked the gay and lesbian civil rights movement. A miraculous film that captures the
time, the place and the rage with an authenticity born of dedication. In the words of director Nigel Finch, who sadly
died of AlDS-related illness after completing the film. "It's a reminder that youhave to fight for your rights- they are
not given voluntarily!" 93 min.
* The matinee showings of Girlfriends and Stonewall will be on Sunday. Cinestudio is
featuring a benefit for the Connecticut Gay and Lesbian Film on December 1. Admission for
this film For more information, call 860-522-2530
compiled Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Sun, December 8 4:00 PM
Immanuel Congregational Church will present its
annual Festival qflessonsand Carols. The Chancel Choir
and soloists will present the story of the Nativity retold
with readings from the scripture and music drawn from
several centuries. The church is located 10 Woodland
Street in Hartford. A light supper will follow the ser-
vice. For more information, call 860-527-89121.
Through Sun, December 8
Richard Tuttle, internationally acclaimed artist and
Trinity College alumnus, is featured in this special ex-
hibition of books and prints, that is guest-curated by
Robert Murdock, Tuttle's classmate in the Widener Gal-
lery of Austin Arts Center. The hours for the exhibit
are 12:30 - 5:30 PM on the weekdays and 1:00 - 5:00 PM
on the weekends.
Through Tues, January 14,1997
The first exhibition to explore the most ambitious
project of the early career of the great American realist
painter Thomas Eakins (1844-1916) is being shown at
the Yale University Art Gallery, 1111 Chapel Street in
New Haven. ThomasEakins: The Rowing Pictures brings
together all the artist's extant depictions of oarsmen on
the Schuylkill River. For more information, call (203)
432-0600. The museum and sculpture garden are open
to the public, free of charge, Tuesday through Saturday,
10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and Sunday, 2:00-5:00 PM.
Through Sun, January 19,1997
The paintings of PafBrauer and Jeffrey Galinson, on
display in The Bushnell's Promenade Gallery, confi-
dently illustrate this feature of artmaking, and persuade
the viewer that looking at ordinary objects can produce
no ordinary effect, when it has beenshaped by an artist's
hand and special arrangement. As New England's gray
November descends as it also has for centuries, this show
will offer a warm, alluring and enchanting reprieve. The
gallery is open on Wednesdays and Thursdays from
1100 AM to 3 00 PM, during all mainstage events, and
by appointment Please call Mary Kramer at (860) 987-
In Need of a French Tutor
Don't sit around and let your grades suf fe r because
of your mid-terms....if you need help in French, call a
fluent, on-campus tutor. For more information, call
extension 3497.
International Studies Film
The International Studies Department is sponsor-
ing a film on Monday, December 2 at 6:00 PM in the
MeCook Auditorium, entitled, When Women Unite:
The Story ojan Uprising.
The Art of Giving
The 19th annual holiday exhibit and sale of out-
standing American craft gifts is taking place through
December24. Itisbeingheldat theFarmingtonVal-
ley Arts Center at 25 & 27 Arts Center Lane; Avon
Park North; Avon, CT. For more information, call
(860)678-1867.
Job Openings
The Religion, Philosophy and International Stud-
ies Departments are hiring right now for job open-
ings. This job entails general office work and
xeroxing. This position will be available the first
week of classes in January. Please contact Mrs.
Weidlich on extension 2472 for an interview.
Toy Drive
The Catholic Community - Newman Club is spon-
soring a Toy Drive for Christmas. Contributions
would be greatly appreciated. The articles will be
distributed to the underprivileged children from St.
Augustine's Church and from St. Martin de Parres
Catholic Worker House. The articles can be dropped
off at the front desk of Mather or taken to the church
(Catholic Mass is held every Sunday in the Chapel at
5 PM. ) Some suggested items are baseball cards,
books, clothing, Barbies and stuffed animals. If there
are any questions, call Father Ray Smialowski at ex-
Now PLAYING
Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860)666-1401
The Associate (PG-13) 7:00 PM; 9:25 PM
Dear God (PG) 7:10 PM
The Ghost and the Darkness (R) 9:20 PM
Larger Than Life (PG) 7:20 PM
The Long Kiss Goodnight (R) 9:15 PM
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to the Webster Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
The Mighty Ducks 3 (PG) 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM
That Thing You Do (PG) 7:00 PM
The Spitfire Grill (PG-13) 9:30 PM
Fly Away Home (PG) 4:00 PM
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (G) l:30,PM
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
TheFuneral(R) 11-50 AM; 2:20 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:55 PM; 10:10 PM; 12:25 AM
First Wives Club (PG) 12:25 PM; 2:45 PM; 5:05 PM; 7.15 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:35 PM
Set It Off (R) 11:10 AM; 11:40 AM; 1:45 PM; 2:15 PM; 4:20 PM; 4:50 PM; 7:20 PM; 7:50 PM; 9:55 PM; 10:20 PM;
12:20 AM
Thinner (R) 10:20 PM; 12:05 AM
Space lam (PG) 11-00 AM- 11:30 AM; 12:00 noon; 1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 2:00 PM; 3:00 PM; 3:30 PM; 4:00 PM; 5:00 PM;
5-30 PM- 6-30 PM; 7:00 PM; 7:30 PM; 8:30 PM; 9:00 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:30 PM; 12:00 AM
The Mirror has Two Faces (PG-13) 11:10 AM; 1:45 PM; 4:30 PM; 7:15 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:30 AM
Romeo and Juliet (PG) 11:20 AM; 1:55 PM; 4:30 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:05 PM; 12:25 AM
Sleepers (R) 12:30 PM; 4:00 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:40 PM; 12:15 AM
Ransom (R) 11-05 AM; 11:35 AM; 12:05 PM; 1:40 PM; 2:10 PM; 2:40 PM; 4:15 PM; 4:45 PM; 5:15 PM; 7:05 PM; 7:35 PM
8-00 PM- 9-45 PM; 10:15 PM; 11:15 PM; 12:10 AM
High School High (PG-13) 12:15 PM; 2:25 PM; 4:35 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:20 PM; 11:20 PM
AIXBEV.
Monday, November 25
8:00 PM Republican Club Meeting
9:15 PM The SGA Meeting will be held
in Terrace Room B
Friday, November 29
8 -11:00 PM At the First Church of Christ
(12 South Main Street in Hartford) there will be a
Contra Dance. Music will be by Wild Asparagus.
The workshop begins at 7:30 PM and admission is
$9. No part ne rs are needed, all dances are taught and
beginners are always like.
Friday, December 13
8:00 PM There will be a Christmas Con-
cert and Carol Sing at the Asylum Hill Congrega-
tional Church, 814 Asylum Avenue in Hartford. The
program includes Girolamo Respeghi's Land of the
Nativity" and the Christ mas carols arranged by John
Rutter. Richard Einsel directs the Asylum Hill Ora-
torio Choir and Orchestra. There is a suggested do-
nation is 410. For more information, call
860-247-3373.
"...an 800-year-old show biz
spectacular in high-impact
performance..."
The Washington Post
The New York Ensemble for Early Music presents
Daniel and the Lions
This ensemble, under the direction of Fredrick
Renz, is one of the preeminent American groups
performing music drama of the medieval and
renaissance periods. Based on the familar Old
Testament story including the sumptuous feast of
Belshaszar, his overthrow by the powerful army of
Darius, the ominous handwriting on the wall and
Darnel's miraculous escape [rom the ierouous \ions
This extraordinary Hartford performance is
presented by the Center Artists Series in association
with the College Chapel, Rev. Steven Charleston,
Chaplain.
The opportunity to experience this performance at
this time of the year in this beautifully appropriate
venue is an event not to be missed!
Friday, December 8:00 PM
Trinity College Chapel
$12general/$8 discounted
Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings in your
local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000
MANPOWER TECHNICAL
Progressive Recruitment Educational Program
Northern Telecommunications (Nortel), in
conjunction with Manpower Technical is currently
conducting this college recruitment program to build-
its corporate future by training CT college students in
all facets of the telecommunications industry.
Candidates must be enrolled in an engineering,
telecommunications, computer science or business
degree track. This opportunity will provide part time
during each semester and full time during the
intercession periods. Students will begin at $10.50/hr
and receive incremental raises when each segment of
the training is complete., Nortel is extremely flexible
, with assigned hours and are located minutes south of
Hartford on 1-91. Please call us at Manpower
Technical at 1-800-357-0142 and fax resumes to 860-
529-9535. There are nine positions open immediately.
Help Wanted!
CT's fastest growing tele-messaging service seeks
qualified applicants part-time and full-time for the
position of tele-receptionist for our 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
shifts.
Great for college students!
Candidates should have strong typing skills and a
pleasant phone voice. Will train. Hiring in our
Wethersfield office. Excellent pay & benefits.
Call 860-529-6881
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Captain Picard And Crew Battle For World
BY JEFF CROSS
Arts Writer
"They invade our space, and we fall
back. The}'assimilate entire worlds, and
we/a!I back. Not again. The line must be
drawn HERE! This/a?; no further!"
—Captain jean-Luc Picard
When was the last time you were at a
movie that the audience was applauding
in three separate instances before it even
started? Or tound the novel version to the
said movie in hardcover? The odds are
pretty good that you haven't, unless you
go see Star Trek: First Contact, the lirst
Star Trek movie wi thout any inclusion of
Captain Kirk and his buddies. In this lat-
est addition to the Star Trek movie saga,
Captain Picard (Patrick Stewart) and the
crew of the Enterprise-E have to battle
the worst villains in the history of the
franchise: the Borg Collective, a hive
mind of mechanically-augmented hu-
manoids who fly around the galaxy in
big cubes to recruit everyone and every-
thing in creation into their unholy army
of mindless drones, all to the tune of
their egotistical catch phrase "Resistance
is futile."
Even six years after Picard endured the
utter agony of being assimilated into the
Collective, he is still having nightmares
about the experience. His nightmares
are actualized when the Borg try to as-
similate the Federation again. Starfleet
manages to blow the ship away with a
massive coordinated attack, but not be-
fore it launches some sort of time ma-
chine. Earth suddenly changes before
the eyes of the Enterprise bridge crew
into a Borg-inhabited world.
It turns out that the Borg went back in
time to April 4, 2063, the day betore
Zeftam Cachrane, Qames Cromwell,
Bah') tht imen tor ol \wirp drive He is
an enormous hero in the Federation (he's
got physics chapters, statues, and high
schools dedicated to him, much to his
dismay) and a classic rock-loving regu-
lar Joe who created warp drive so he
could get rich and retire to an island of
naked women. He made his first flight
in his prototypestarship Phoenix, which
would draw the attention of a passing
Vulcan survey ship, get them to pay us a
visit and spark a new era for humanity
after the horror of six hundred million
dead in World War Three ten years pre-
vious.
The Borg decide that if humanity
doesn't experience this event, then we'd
be easier to assimilate without the prob-
lems of multiple heavily-armed
starships that constantly resist. Picard
decides to take the Enterprise back so
they can restore the timeline:
The Phoenix is damaged when the
Borg bombard its Montana launch silo
from orbit, so Commander Riker,
(Jonathan Frakes, who also directed)
Geordi LaForge, (LeVar Burton) and
Counselor Troi (Marina Sirtis, who got
the most applause during the opening
credits) assist Cochrane, who's annoyed
with how much the crew is drooling over
him, in keeping his date with destiny.
But that's a rather minor problem
compared to what Picard is dealing with
on the Enterprise: the Borg Queen (Alice
Krige, Jack Reed: Badge of Honor) has
snuck on board and is assimilating the
ship and various crew members along
with it, including Lieutenant Com-
mander Data, (Brent Spiner) and intend
to use the ship as a signal beacon for the
21st-century Borg on the other side of the
galaxy to come over and get to work.
Throughout the movie, Picard is wres-
tling with his incredible hatred for the
Borg and their methods. While the crew
is playing hide-and-seek with the Borg,
he and Lily Sloaxie, (Alfre Woodward,
Pn mai FtaOCoLhr.mcs thai mmgjiibis
tant who emptied a clip at him and Data
A festivalService
of
Lessons and Carofs
December 8, 1996
4:30 and 7:30 p.m.
"Trinity Colkgt CfiapeC
Hartford, Connecticut
. - i
The crew of the Enterprise emerge once again to save FILE PHOTO
humanity and conquer the evil Borg in their latest film, First Contact.
when they came to visit the silo after the
bombardment, lure two Borg into
Picard's Dixon Hill holodeck program,
and Picard opens up on them with a ho-
lographic tommy gun, screaming as he
went. Despite his claims that humanity
has evolved beyond the point of ven-
geance, he desperately wants to obliter-
ate every last one of the Borg in a
particularly painful method; Lily even
goes so far as to compare him to Captain
Ahab, and Worf (Michael Dorn) claims
that he's leadjftgibe (SejK en,,a.,sujcide
mission to exact his vendetta.
This was decidedly one of the best
movies I've seen all year. It did a good job
making up for the action that seven sea-
sons of Star Trek: The Next Generation
neglected to provide, making it come off
as a sort of merger between Die Hard and
Aliens. There were also some humorous
scenes in the movie as well, such as Troi's
drunk scene, great one-liners from Worf
and Doctor Crusher, (Gates McFadden)
and a cameo appearance by Star Trek:
Voyager's Emergency Holographic Doc-
tor (Robert Picardo).
SQ, tciddLb«ai^yflcywiwai»Aef'iB6stf
"Resistance is futile. You will see Star
Trek: Fi rst Contact."
•ot|ier^uitur!Sliftstitutioris: in^uspehd-
arid" j y y
0 ^ e ; iritibvation of
the Visiial:AlI)S organization in New
York City, Pa trick'O'Connell ;"75,
fpundingdirectot •
 : : : :,;
j December^,7:00 p.m:: .:..••; ::;;; '
:• Stories of ^ ly Sisters: • :•"' ••••:;: ' ,•••':
•: Stories of My Sisters,%. performance
'piece integratingtext, movement and
all-original songs about love, bonding,
loss and survival, is performed by
Women of the Cross, a Hartford-based,
African American: a:capella singing
group and directed by Trinity profes-;
sorJudyDworin. ; x : "'•;:;:;:;:
December 6,8;0Op.m':;' -U; :;:;: ::;:j::;: ::
: ••;. The -New Yor^iEnsemf je -f m-
Early Iviusic; pr eseints;:; E^rifef ^rtd;
p frorh the ferocious lions.
•spanMig retold with a flair both
 :dra-
vrrnaticarid comic that wilt be enjoyed
::by specialists' "•and general' au3ienc,es
• • a l i k e , ; ; . :. .:••••:•;•: • • • • • • . : • , ; ." ' '• • " .
• December 7;through December 14:
Festival of CheWbov Shorts:
Thfc: department of Jheater and
Dance presents a dozen (or so)
.Chekhov short stories adapted for the
.stage by Pavel Khomski, Director of
' the Mbssbviet theater in Moscow,
I;Sergei '• •:Desnitsky and:.•'.. Yeletiai
"Kohdratova, guests artists from Mos-
cow, and Trinity student: Stephanie
: Wheler. These stories willbe directed
by Pavel Khomsky, Sergei Desnitsky,
Joshua Karter, and Arthur Feinsod,
and performed by Trinity students
with special performances by
besriitsky and Kondratova. ;:: ::
•;• becember"IS, 3:00 pm,.
^ f Student^
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Puerto Rican Fiesta Showcased Local Talents
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
Arts Editor
Underneath various global flags, ex-
cept one from their own country, Puerto
Rican performers from Connecticut en-
tertained students, professors and Hart-
ford citizens with their sensational
music, poetry and dance. The Latin
American Studies Program presented
and hosted the "Puerto Rican Fiesta (Fes-
ti val)" Friday November 22 at 7:30 in the
Bistro. The evening featured traditional
and contemporary Puerto Rican arts and
culture.
For the showcase, performers from the
Latino Artists Group, Inc., managed by
President Juan Jorge, offered the audi-
ence a glimpse of their artistry and their
love for Puerto Rico.
These artists included Maria Medina,
Lilliannette Rodriguez, Carmen Iris
Maldonado, Antonio, Flashdancers, and
Three By Four.
Maria Medina, emcee and Vice Presi-
dent of the Latino Artists Group, Inc.,
and Carmen Iris Maldonado recited their
own poetry in Spanish. Their poems, es-
pecially Maldonado's Puerto Rico de mi
alma (Puerto Rico of My Saul), were nos-
talgic and poignant as well as humorous.
Their presentations were fluid and beau-
tiful in Spanish. In their pieces, each
woman has found a voice with which to
express their feelings and attachment to
culture and identity.
One of the singers, Lilliannette
Rodriguez, is a young woman who re-
cently won a pageant in Canada. Wear-
ing the sash and crown from the
International Golden Crown Pageant of
1996, Rodriguez introduced herself and
discussed her love of performance arts.
In the near future, Rodriguez will be act-
ing in a Broadway theater production.
For her segment, she performed two of
her favorite songs, "Vanilla Ice Cream"
and Whitney Houston's "I Will Always
Love You." Her first song showed the
strength of her voice and its powerful
opera-like tone. However, the second
song was complicated with technical
difficulties and did not seem to suit her
style. For the most part, the music over-
shadowed the words of the song. While
her voice is beautiful, it does not commu-
nicate the pitch and tone of pop songs.
If Rodriguez further develops her me-
lodic and enchanting voice for opera, she
will continue succeeding in her endeav-
ors.
Another singer, Antonio, performed
romantic solos in Spanish. Like
Rodriguez, Antonio has a very powerful
and assertive voice. At one point when
he was concluding one of his songs, An-
tonio refrained from using the micro-
phone to show off his strong voice. His
singing in Spanish was a pleasant
change from the other singers who per-
formed primarily American songs.
The Flashdancers, which is composed
of three young ladies ranging in age from
fourteen to seventeen years of age, even-
tually sang and danced their way into
the hearts of the audience. For their first
segment, the girls performed the songs
"Imagine," "Conga" and a Broadway
theme song.
Their first song, written by John
Lennon, was not received well by most
due to its slowness and its sappiness.
Although the trio of girls conveyed their
sentiments of idealism with this song
choice, their singing seemed somewhat
stiff and nervous. Most likely, the
crowd's original reaction created tension
in and among the girls.
However, their second song from
Gloria Estefan and the Miami Sound
Machine transformed the girls and
seemed to give them additional confi-
dence in their act. With the "Conga,"
they had more fun and more enthusiasm.
The third song was performed passion-
Two members of the trio, Flashdancers, incorporate traditional KERRY MCKEVITT
steps with modern movements in their outstanding dance routine. The
Flashdancers were one of seven artists who performed at the Bistro for the
Puerto Rican Fiesta on Friday evening.
a tely as a solo by one of the young ladies.
In the second segment of their perfor-
mance, the excellently choreographed
dancing and highly charged music ex-
cited the audience. The girls* motions
were flawless for the most part. Unlike
the singing segment, their dancing did
not display any tension or anxiety;
it was full of energy. Instead, it encour-
aged some audience members to leave
their seats and to dance between the
tables of the Bistro. The Flashdancers
possess both grace under pressure and
perseverance in addition to talent that
should lead them on the path of success.
Three By Four, a Puerto Rican tradi-
tional folk music group, featured Hart-
ford native Florentino Rivera for singing.
Their musical style is similar to that of
Tito Puente and his orchestra. Using the
cuarto, the guitar and the guido as their
main instruments, the band members
created some soothing rhythms. Their
music was lively and very enjoyable.
Although they were the highlight of the
evening, the band only played a couple
of sets.
Numerous students echoed their de-
light in seeing and hearing the Puerto
Rican artists. One student, Nilda
Rodriguez'00, noted, "First of all, I think
that it had variety which made it more
entertaining and interesting...I was
proud to see so much talent."
Raquel Martinez '00 affirmed this and
added, "I thought it was very good and
educational. It helped to promote Latino
culture and it would be nice if they did
more events like this."
Overall, the Latin American Studies
Program organized a terrific event which
showcased the talent of Puerto Rican
artists and their culture. The Latino Art-
ists Group, Inc. offered Trinity some of
their best performers and showed that
they have both the heart and soul in their
arts. One could not ask for better enter-
tainment on an early Friday evening.
Concert Choir Performed To Bach And Purcell
BY AMY H. HAM
Arts Writer
The Trinity College Department of
Music presented "A Concert of Baroque
Music: Bach and Purcell" in Trinity-
College's Chapel on Friday, November
22nd and Saturday, November 23rd. The
performance was directed by Gerald
Moshell, and sung by the Trinity College
Concert Choir, with a professional
chamber orchestra. This year's concert
choir is composed of approximately
fifty-eight students coming from the
classes of 1997 through 2000.
Ryan Moore '98 serves as conductor's
assistant, while Suzanne Farrell '99 is the
personnel manager. Naomi Amos is the
main accompanist, and during the per-
formance played beautifully on the
harpsichord.
Before each piece, Gerald Moshell gave
candid background history concerning
both the composer and the piece. The
17th century piece "Dido and Aeneas",
with music by Henry Purcell and words
by Nahum Tate was broken into eight
sections with solos made by Stuart
Wolferman '97, Laila Schmutzler '99,
Ann O'Connell '00, Mary Ellen Wedick
'00, Lisa Davis '98, Virginia Lacefield '00,
and Ryan Moore '98.
The second piece prior to intermission
was byjohann Sebastian Bach. "Komm,
Jesu, Komm" was a motet written for
double chorus in 1730. During the brief-
ing before the piece, Gerry Moshell in-
formed the audience that J.S. Bach was
seen as a conservative composer because
he continued to write motets while other
composers moved on to other forms.
As the second act began, the pieces
greatly improved. My favorite part of the
night occurred after the intermission.
The pieces which began the second act
were Acts IV and V from The Indian
Queen. The music was written by Henry
Purcell, while the words were from John
Dryden, an 18th century poet and play-
wright, who wrote a play of the same -
title. The Indian Queen was Henry
Purcell's last composed piece.
Soloists in the seven sections were pre-
cise, powerful, and breathtaking. Solo-
ists for the piece were Michelle Kennedy
'99, Suzanne Farrell '99, Ernesto Anguilla
'99. The final part of this piece was the
sacrifice scene of the play.
To end the night, the concert choir per-
formedjohann Sebastian Bach's "Cantata
No. 196" with two lull choruses. This
piece does not have a final chorale,
which is quite unusual. Again this was
performed quite well and left the audi-
ence wanting more. The soloists were
Jennifer Gagosz '00, Michael Motch '97,
and Christopher Moses '98. Motch and
Moses complemented each others'
voices. Their voices were rich sounding,
and had an appropriate affect for the
piece.
If you were not able to catch this night
of Bach's and Purcell's music performed
by the Trinity College Concert Choir, be
sure to check out their next performance.
The Concert Choir performed its interpretation of the pieces
composed by Henry Purcell and Johann Sebastian Bach. The Trinity choir
members gathered in the Chapel with a professional orchestra.
MCATLSAT
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Ransom And Its Twists Glues You To Your Seat
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
& AUDREY BONILLA
Arts Editor & Arts Writer
What would you do if someone kid-
napped your only child and demanded
a two million dollar ransom? Would you
answer the demands of the kidnapper or
would you reverse their ransom into a
bounty on their heads?
For Tom Mullen (Mel Gibson), the
answer is not easy; but his answer to the
question is the only one that may bring
his son home alive.
In Ransom, Mullen, a self-made busi-
ness tycoon of his own airline company,
has just survived a sensationalized trial
concerning the bribery of a union offi-
cial before a strike and enjoyed new suc-
cess with the anniversary of his airline.
Then, when the media had forgotten
his controversial business transactions
and everything seems to be improving,
his cherished son, Sean (Brawley Nolte),
disappears in Central Park in New York
City. His world of privilege and success
crash before him and his devoted wife,
Kate (Rene Russo), when they receive a
phone call concerning Sean's disappear-
ance. The message is clear: pay a two
million dollar ransom to get Sean back.
For the abductors, the ransom is
enough to satiate their greed but not
enough to allow Sean to live. A desper-
ate detective, Jimmy Shaker (Gary
Sinise), his hostile, but confused lover,
Marts (Lili Taylor) and his associates
with previous criminal records, Clark
(Liev Schrieber), Miles (Evan Handler)
and Cubby (Donnie Wahlberg) scheme
the kidnappingand the ransom. Shaker
leads the group and calls the shots. How-
ever, Cubby's guilty conscience con-
vinces him to release the boy when and
i{ the ransom is collected.
RcAcly to comply with the demands,
Mullen follows Shaker's orders to deliver
the money. He races through New York
City and its thruways white listening to
Shaker explain his outlook on the two
types of people in the world, the workers
and the users.
When he reaches the drop-off point,
chaos unfolds. Unfortunately, the FBI
rescue plan fails. Then, Mullen decides
to rely on his research of kidnap cases
and on his business instinct in order to
find his son alive. Thus, as a countermea-
sure, Mullen offers a the two million dol-
lar ransom as a bounty for the capture
of the kidnapper.
Mullen shocks his distraught wife, the
FBI and the general public while infuri-
ating the abductors. Convinced that his
proposal may be the only way to see his
son alive, Mullen risks himself, his wife
and the life of his son.
As usual, Gibson delivers an outstand-
ing performance as the father and the
business man. He uses his intelligence
in an attempt to outsmart the abductors
and to destroy them from within. From
his toughness to his depression, Gibson
displays every emotion that a parent
would experience during such a hellish
ordeal. In addition, Gibson maintains a
calmness and coherence that most par-
ents would not have.
Russo supports Gibson well as the
wife and also shows a range of emotions.
Besides being dramatic and convincing,
Russo captured the female audience
with her portrayal of a mother dealing
with the loss of her only child. Her per-
formance is poignant and emotional as
well as noteworthy.
The son of the infamous Nick Nolte,
Brawley Nolte gives a heart-wrenching
performance as the kidnapped victim.
His every desperate cry for help are ig-
nored by the callous abductors. Nolte
definitely brings th.eyealisticancl:tragi,c
trutli to this film with his keen sense for
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displaying pain, suffering and fear. In
each scene, he steals the spotlight not
only because he is the child but also be-
cause he reminds the audience of the
damage and trauma that a kidnapping
causes.
As the sinister Detective Shaker, Sinise
continues playing roles of the villain.
Original ly masked as a hard working of-
ficer, Sinise shows his true colors much
to the dismay of an unsuspecting audi-
ence. He really does convince the audi-
ence of his evil side and his vengeance
for' the prosperous Mullen. To the very
end, his vengeance and spite control his
every thought. Sinise communicates this
quite well; it is clear to the audience just
by looking at the determined look in his
eyes.
The other actors, Taylor, Schreiber,
Handler and Wahlberg, also deliver pow-
erfully convincing performances. Tay-
lor and Wahlberg each deal with their
feelings of guilt and concern for the
young boy.
Wahlberg redeems himself because he
actually befriends Sean and tries to keep
his spirits up. In a way, Walhberg por-
trays a young confused man searching
for easy money but not murder of an in-
nocent child.
Directed by Ron Howard, Ransom
challenges everyone's expectations con-
cerning an abduction and twists the
good people into the bad people. From
the beginning, it drags the viewer into a
state of suspense and fear. Howard does
an excellent job of filming and showing
the upheaval that occurs within a fam-
ily when tragedy strikes.
If anything, tearjerking Ransom is a
film that makes you wonder: what
would you do?
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Butterfly's Bodacious Bites Bedazzles Blind Daters
BY TANYA JONES AND STAN SUNG
Restaaurant Reviewers
TANYA:
I had seen Stan around campus and
always wondered about this
devastatingly handsome Asian fellow. I
was so happy. My friends Steven and
Lance told me 1 was lucky because I
would get to ride in The IVlagic Carpet
Ride. 1 was a little intimidated. We met
at his room in High Rise.
Stan looked delicious.
He was dressed like a million bucks.
He sort of resembled a Viking. Stan drove
his Magic Carpet Ride, and what a ride
it was.
The Caddy was so smooth. Finally we
arrived at the Butterfly. The aroma hit
as soon as 1 stepped out of the car. We
were seated in a matter of minutes. In the
vegetables in a tangy brown sauce. It was
scrumptuous.
The most enchanting moment of the
evening was sharing a scorpion bowl
with Stan. It was quite romantic. We
laughed, we cried, we ate. I was so stuffed
I passed out.
STAN:
WhenJR Faget told me I had to goon
The Blind Date Review in his place I was
a little reluctant at first. Then he told me
it was with Tanya Jones. I looked on it as
a great opportunity to meet someone
new. I knew who Tanya was, but 1 had
never had a chance to meet her.
I consulted my roommates to see if I
should accept. Steven Sone said that I
should because Tanya is an exciting, out-
going, and vibrant person. Lance Harris
told me to ditch it and watch football.
Mark Hudspeth put it all in perspective
At the restaurant, after a lot of effort on my part and
a scorpion bowl, Tanya started to open up. By the
end of the night she was sitting on the piano and
crooning to the whole restaurant.
center of the restaurant a grand piano
exuded sounds of romance. We sat down
at a booth.! ordered a shrimp roll for an
appetizer. It was yummy. For' dinner I
had shrimp and scallops with mixed
when he said I might as well go and get
the free meal.
The date had a precarious start. She
was late. After waiting for 30 minutes I
was on my way out to Mather when she
RLE PHOTO
Tanya Jones '97 and Stan Sung '97 had a scrumptious
time on their blind date.
arrived. She had some excuse about a
bulldozer and some Vikings, so I let her
off the hook. She told me we were going
to the Butterfly. I had heard that it was
the best Chinese food in Hartford so 1 was
very excited. The whole car trip over
Tanya mostly kept to herself. I could see
that she was very shy and a little ner-
vous.
She sang quietly to herself as she
looked out the window. At the restau-
rant, after a lot of effort on my part and
a scorpion bowl, Tanya started to open
up. By the end of the night she was sit-
ting on the piano and crooning to the
whole restaurant.
The meal itself was extraordinary. I
ordered the Dragon and Phoenix, which
consisted of chicken and shrimp in a
wine sauce. The portions were prodi-
gious, the service was great, and the
prices were fair. By the end of the night
Tanya and I were like two peas in a pod,
the best of friends. We owe it all to the
Butterfly and the Tripod.
I/a date and dinner on the Tripod
soundgood toyou,s,end in the blind date
form on the next page.
MSiWifflilSgpc^ggC;
How Many Loads
Of Laundry Are
You Bringing Honte
•eiaking:'|i;o:rp£^f^
^ ^ p
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SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DELC2I
Jingle bells are starting to ring, and
unfortunately there is nothing rattling
in your piggy bank. Of course your
family will love you no matter what
but how many times can you give that
fake mesh stocking filled with candy
to everyone? Don't go crazy about your
lack of fundage but it's time to get a
little creative. An awesome mix or fa-
vorite book can go a long way. Fork it
over and get in the jolly mood.
CAPRICORN
DUG 22-JAN \9
Your life isjust filled with surprises
isn't it? Sure we can't plan everything
but some of your spontaneity could
shock the hell out of people. Don't fret,
your actions don't cause serious con-
sequences. Things may even turn out
to be a laughing matter in the near
future-how could they not? Play it
cool, and don't freak out over some-
thing that isn't a big deal. This stuff
happens and how you deal with it is
what really matters.
AQUARIUS
$$$ JAN 20 - rn5 13
You have matured beyond your
years recently. Chilling with some
older folks has given you a new outlook
on life, and you're starting to see things
in a whole new.perspective. Go with
it! We all love to act like second grad-
ers now and again, but every so often
fit's probably a good idea to enhance
•yotvr "Wisdom. Keep Tip-that new per- •
speed ve, and you'll get that edge on the
standard individual.
Mistress Callisto
knows all.,.
PISCES
PEL5
Hey! You! That's right, the
Pisces...the one in the library. You have
been so responsible lately! Where is
that crazy spontaneous Pisces all your
friends used to know? Seriously
though, Pisces, Mistress Callisto must
congratulate you on your newfound
sense of duty. When all those party-
ing friends of yours are up to their ears
in work after Thanksgiving, you'll be
sitting back and grinning. But who
really knows where that grin comes
from? Pisces tend to have rather, ahem,
interesting holiday breaks and this one
should prove to be no different.
ARILS
M GEMINIMAY2I-JUN2O .You've been spending a ton of time
scoping out the scene in Mather lately!
Geminis always seem to be searching
for the twin that's in their sign. Here's
a new thought from Mistress Callisto:
Instead of trying to find your long lost
soulmate who's exactly like you, go for
someone you would never consider. It
might take some effort, like enduring
your friends' comments: "1 NEVER en-
visioned you guys getting together!"
Trust me, Gemini, it might be worth it.
Once you go to the other side, we may
never see you again!
CMk* CANCER CMki
MAR 21 -APR 19
It's Turkey time! No more work (for
a few days at least)! Aries, take this
time to rest and spend some fun time,
with the family. But don't forget to take
time for yourself too. If possible, try to
avoid all thoughts of school until your
return on Sunday night! But then, of
course, you won't do work because
you'll be telling your friends about a
Thanksgiving adventure. Just practice
your opening line: "You are never go-
ing to guess what happened!"
:
 TAURUS
Af K 2O - MAY 20
Feeling like Mick Jagger lately?
Maybe so. Your mantra seems to be "I
can't get no satisfaction."Well, there
are plenty of people out there who
care about you, but you are just so re-
luctant to ask for help. The break will
do you some good. Think of it as a
change of pace and a chance to refresh
yourself before the semester ends. If
you think that the semester is pretty
much complete, think again. There,
are more than a few exciting surprises
for you before December 20!
Cancers love the holidays! You're al-
ready gearing up for Christmas, but for
now, Thanksgiving will have to do.
You are so sentimental about the holi-
day season, Mistress Callisto wouldn't
be surprised to see you weeping over
the mashed potatoes in a few days.
This break is a well-deserved on for
Cancers, who have been working and
playing hard for weeks now. It might
be hard for you to leave that special
someone for a few days, but Mistress
Callisto's advice is to look forward to
that ever-joyful return to Trinity after
the break. Now, if only you could get
your lover's roommates and friends out
of the room...
AJL, Lno
' |^JUL25-AUG22
Rock on Leo! You have finally found
the ultimate happme^s. ^ho.knew
you could get your act together in such
a short amount of time? Mistress Cal-
listo could use some tips from you. You
should write a book. Now the tricky
part is keeping everything groovin'.
Some self analysis could be the ticket
to realize what it is you've been doing
right. Either way, enjoy this sense of
achievement. It doesn't come along to
often so don't screw it up.
VIRGO
_ V . A U G 2 5 - 5 E P T 2 2 , .
Whew! Someone is all ready to go
home for the holidays. I know, 1 know-
Camp TrinTrin is a great place to be,
but you can only take so much. Every-
one has been feeling the same way.
Enjoy the break while you have it be-
cause those last few weeks before
Christmas aren't exactly happiness
and sunshine. Have some fun with the
fam and get some work done to get a
step ahead of the game.
SCORPIO
p ahead
OCT23-NOV2I
You had a fun filled last fling before
going home for Thanksgiving but
don't expect for everything to be as
enjoyable. At home, old flames die
hard and you'll be the first one to at-
test to that. It could create an interest-
ing dilemma for you and some rough
decisions will have to be made. Lucky
for you, things always wind up swing-
ing in your favor so don't sweat it too
much and lose any sacred sleep.
SELFT 25 - OCT 22 I
Did somebody say stressed out?
Things are rough but you've got to take
things with a grain of salt. You'll get
through this on top like you always do
This may involve staying in on a week-
end night (Heaven forbid) but you'll do
whatever it takes. Nobody is saying
you can't have fun. Don't forget Win-
ter Wonderland is on the way! Work
hard, play hard. Live up to that and
you'll be in the clear.
Haggis And Pumpkin Pie
BY NICHOLAS MOREHEAD
Features Writer
Last Thanksgiving I found myself in
Scotland, where I ate haggis, neeps and
tatties, none of which there was even sec-
onds. Although truly a blessing in dis-
guise - (if you know what hagus is made
of) - it made me realize that something
was missing, and it was more than reple-
tion. I would tell my foreign friends of
the rituals surrounding what was to
them an alien holiday; the family, the
feasting, the thanks, the feasting, the
menu, the feasting. I guess that deep
down in my sentimental stomach, I felt
if 1 could find words for what it was that
I was missing, everything would be
groovy, and I could be full again. I was
only partly right.
Abroad, I felt fortunate to spend
Thanksgiving, my favorite holiday, in an
unfamiliar and exhilarating environ-
ment. Far from home, I felt a longing for
family, tradition, and turkey, the likes of
which I had never experienced before. To
talk about it with strangers and friends
did not merely keep the holidays alive, it
gave them new life, breathed into exist-
ence by my very soul. There grumbled
deep within me a distinctly nostalgic
voice.
The mouth from which it came sali-
vated passionately for heaping mounds
of trimmings familiar. For the first time
in my life, I was homesick. It was a pow-
erful feeling for me, (eclipsed only by a
case on Christmas morning, where I
found myself being awakened out of a
jerky, ill-postured slumber by a train
conductor screaming at me in high
speed German. But, that is a tale for some
other time).
As I hear the distant but familiar
squishy squirts of the baster, and. the
faint gobble gobbles of uncooked turkey,
it strikes me: I am ready, again, to go
home. My ears crave the whispers in the
trees of midnight wind, eventually suc-
cumbing to silence, king of all noises. My
chapped face aches for the sloppy, un-
conditional kisses that only two adoles-
cent Labradours can dish out, in great
celebration of their returned brethren.
My body holds on for a hug, just because
you walked in through your door. My
pillows have been asking about my duel
for months now (or so writes my favor-
ite blanket), and my throne, loveless
since September, twinkles for the tickle
of a flush.
And the meal, oh my yes, the meal.
White, blobular, steaming mounds of
pureed potatoes, sprinkled with spices
and laden with chunks of their own. Sur-
rounding them, in the perfect symmetry.
of two carefully balanced bowls, sits the
stuffing, an earthly rich barrage of nuts,
celery, onions and sausage. Tall above all
(but the bird) stands a pitcher of mis-
chievous gravy. By its side, a small moun-
tain of rolls, rolls that sweet talk pats of
butter into melting with a few words of
warmth; and later, still have it in them
to mop the plate clean. At the center, sur-
rounded in all of its culinary glory, the
turkey.
Thanksgiving is the greatest of holi-
days because it makes you think of what
it is you have to be thankful for. It makes
you humble before the grandeur of your
very life, and calls only for mere appre-
ciation of the basics in happiness. I
missed Thanksgiving last year, but for
me, that's what it took to understand the
nature of such a righteous occasion. And
so even though I have come to miss the
hagus a wee bit, it has become painfully
obvious, if you try and dress up a sheep,
you're only going to feel like a big tur-
key. Let's get out of here.,_
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From Freshman To Fugitive: Briars Peterson And His Heinous Crime
One Student Ponders The Case ofBrian Peterson, The Teenase Murderer
. 1 1 . 1 1 1 i .
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BY I K . MACKAY
Features Writer
In less than two weeks, the young, vi-
brant face that we have seen on the cov-
ers of nationwide newspapers and on
NBC news has turned from a college
freshman to an accused murderer. As
you read this, 18 year old Brian Peterson
is not sitting at dinner at Gettysburg
College in Pennsylvania. He is not pon-
dering Monday night football or his
homework.
He is sitting alone in solitary confine-
ment at Gander Hill State Prison, await-
ing his first hearing on charges of
murder of his newborn son.
Brian C Peterson and his girlfriend
Amy Grossberg, a Freshman at the Univ.
Of Delaware, are both being charged
with the murder of their infant son. It is
named only in police documents as
"Baby Boy GrossbergPeterson," who was
found in a black garbage bag behind a
Comfort Inn in Newark Delaware with
multiple skull fractures. Peterson admit-
ted to dumping the baby in a trash bin
on the 12th, after delivering it that same
night in the motel.
On Saturday, Delaware authorities
filed murder charges with intent to seek
the death penalty for both Peterson and
Grossberg. Like Peterson, Grossberg is
also being held without bail at the Baylor
Wpmen's Correctional Institution near
New Castle, Delaware. At both arraign-
ments, the Freshmen pleaded not guilty
to the charges facing them.
Peterson's lawyer, Joseph Hurley, gave
a statement defending him saying that
there was much more that the police did
not know about the circumstances sur-
rounding the couple's actions. As vague
as that is, the defense later added that
sibly stillborn. "Origi-
nally . . . All that was
portrayed was the hor-
ror of the act, which is
a horrible act if it hap-
pened as the state sug-
gests," Hurley said.
Hurley, having en-
tered the Wilmington
offices of the FBI with
Peterson, later com-
mented: "He was trem-
bling when we got in
there. . .He started to
cry.. .In the last 100 hours, he has gone
from a trancelike zombie state to be a
scared, scared, 10,000 times over, scared
kid."
Hurley also had contact with Peterson
on three occasions while he was being
sought as a fugitive by Delaware authori-
year in college. He
will not go home
for cranberry
sauce and pump-
kin pie tomorrow.
He will instead be
escorted into a
courtroom and
begin trial for the
event that has
changed three
young lives, for-
ever.
Grossberg was
hospitalized shortly after she returned
to her dorm after the delivery, Lt. Roy
Clough of the Newark police said. After
the baby was delivered, Peterson re-
turned to Gettysburg, and Grossberg
went back to her campus dormitory in
Newark.
...Peterson traded in his Villanova baseball cap, T~
shirt, bright blue fleece and jeans, for white pants and
a white V-neck, with the letters DOC (Department of
Corrections) embroidered on the back. No longer will
he experience his freshman year in college. He will
not go home for cranberry sauce and pumpkin pie
tomorrow.
ties: "I've asked him questions and he has
always said: 'Please help me,' He would
stare at the floor or try to comfort his
mother."
Following a 5-minute bail proceeding,
Peterson traded in his Villanova baseball
cap, T-shirt, bright blue fleece and jeans,
for white pants and a white V-neck, with
the letters DOC (Department of Correc-
tions) embroidered on the back. No
She became ill and was taken to
Christiana Hospital. There Grossberg
initially denied to the doctors treating
her that she had given birth. Police in-
terviewed her friends on campus, and
eventually located Peterson at
Gettysburg College, where they appre-
hended and later released him, not hav-
ing jurisdiction on the case. Grossberg
was arrested promply after her release
frofntlie hospital'back aP'school. Since
thenTher family has hired three lawyers
in her defense.
From a posh section of North Jersey,
Brian Peterson and his Ramapo High
School sweetheart, Amy Grossberg, had
positive futures. Brian is a bright, posi-
tive athlete. He was co-captain of his
high school soccer team and a varsity
golfer. Amy is hoping to pursue a major
in Art. They are both well-versed and
attractive, coming from well-off families,
much like you and your friends here at
Trinity.
"Brian Peterson had not, as far as we
know, indicated to anybody that there
was anything on his mind," a fellow stu-
dent said. "There was no hint that he was
struggling academically or socially." A
neighbor of Peterson's called him "a fairly
level-headed kid, one of the more sen-
sible kids on the street. He must have
been panic-stricken."
Grossberg's dorm mates said the
young woman did not talk about her
pregnancy, but that they all knew she
was.
"There's been talk from the beginning
of the year about whether she's pregnant
or not," friend Lauren Shlian said. "Every
time we saw her, we said she must be
pregnant. She couldn't really hide it."
Battling the crowds towards court-
rooms and FBI offices, Peterson has re-
ceived shouts ranging from "Baby killer"
to "Brian, my prayers are with you." Re-
gardless of Peterson and Grossberg's
guilt in this case, they are kids that are
mirror images of us here at Trinity.
You decide what their fate should be.
Don't listen to what the Jury and Judge
decide and justify it. Decide for yourself
and for the two college students just like
you.
Allquotesobtained/rom the/ollowing
sources. Chicago Tribune, New York
Times, and The•Philadelphia Inquirer '
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EXTENSION:.
YES / NO
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone 0 Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
is in need of valet attendants
We need people who are:
hardworking, responsible and honest
We are willing to work around your
'School schedule
ii< interview at
d i i
Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Pizzas Sides & Salads
Small (12") $ 5.00
Large (16") $ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00
Toppings
Topping ....$ .50
Topping ....$1.00
Topping ...$2.50
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers
Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon
Specialty Pizzas
S L Sheet
Red Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-
t o e S j e t c . - • • • - • • . . • . • . • • - . . • • - . ; . • • • - . • . . . • . • • • . : - . ' , : • . < • • . . « , - , • • • . ! -*•••:. . ; ^ ; , . 1 . . ^ , i .
White Veggie Design $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozza-
rella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
Cajun Shrimp Pie $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.
Max's Preferred $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.
Hot for the Heart $8.00/12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese. • • . '
Deep Spinach Pie Pizza $10.00 / 13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
Maricoppi Bread $ 3.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad $ 6.00
Greek Salad $ 6.00
Tuna Salad $ 6.00
Antipasto $ 6.00
Tossed Salad $4.00
Sobs & Grinders
BLT..
Meatball
Cooked Salami.
Genoa Salami..
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese.
Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
Sausage ". . . . '
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey . . .
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro
•$4.25"
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75 '
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB
$8.00 Plenty for two!
r'
1
I
I
a
i
i r
2,Large Pizzas
CHeese + 1 Topping
•:r;pnly $15 tax incl.
278-4334
•I
s
9
I
I
Large Pizza B
Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda.
Only $10 tax incl. .
278-4334 '
I
I B
I Small Pizza
B Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
S Only $7 tax incl.
1 278-4334
Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334
I
B
B
a
B
i.
Gyro
1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334
•J E.
Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334
F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread
with Any Salad
278-4334
2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl. ,
278-4334
Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Dinklage Leads Women's Hoop
BY KYLE ARMSTRONG
Sports Writer
Senior captain Susan
Dinklage has one goal in mind
for the Trinity women's basket-
ball team this year— to get back
to the NCAA Tournament.
When Dinklage, an American
Studies major, was a sophomore,
the team made it to the second
round of the NCAA tourna-
ment , only to be ousted by
Wheaton College. Dinklage re-
ferred to that experience in the
tournament as her best basket-
ball memory thus far, and says
"I never experienced anything
like that before; we finally felt
important". No wonder she
wants to lead the to back to the
promised land, and with a good
mix of veteran and young play-
ers, this goal seems attainable.
Dinklage, a Burlington, Ver-
mont native, played basketball,
soccer, and ran track at South
Burlington High School. Be-
sides interest from Trinity, she
was also recruited by the Uni-
versity of Vermont; however, she
was not sure if she could have
played there. Dinklage decided
to become a Bantam not only
because of the school's excellent
reputation, but also because, as
she says: "I knew I could play
and contribute here". Well, not
only has she started for four
years, but she has also greatly
contributed, averaging 11.3
points per game last season.
Dinklage says her family has
helped her be successful thus
Susan Dinklage '97, seen here in action last year, FILE PHOTO
hopes to lead the Bantams back to post-season play.
Maybe the great family sup-
port Dinklage has received has
helped her get to where she is,
and she hopes they can help her
get back to where she wants to
be— the NCAA Tournament.
Dinklage hopes "the team
comes together this year and
can win the close games" After
as many games as possible.
Even if they cannot attend the
games, Dinklage says, "1 talk
with them all the time about the
team; they have really been
great".
&
stretch are ultimately the ones
that decide the fate of a quality
team. Dinklage feels that if she
does her part, which she sees as
being "a team leader, on and off
the court, and a consistent
player", then the team will have
a legitimate shot at a great post-
season run. The humbled cap-
tain wants to keep the team
upbeat, and lead by example.
Dinklage displays the qualities
an excellent leader must pos-
sess, and when it is all said and
do.pel7PinM^g|awaiiitsJ'to have.
Irtadeaaufefence in the pro-
gram". Well, if she leads the
team to the promised land,
than, if she has not already, she
will have surely made a differ-
ence in the women's basketball
program.
Youth Movement Helps Grapplers
BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Editor
The wrestling team hopes to
improve its team record from a
year ago. With an under-
manned team last year, the team
finished the season with a 3-13
record. However, this record
was not indicative of how well
individual wrestlers did last
year. In many cases last year, the
team had to forfeit matches in
some weight classes because the
team did not have wrestlers for
that particular position.
The team feels that this year
will be much more successful
for the team. There are a num-
ber of freshmen who are going
to compete in many different
weight classes. Many of those
freshmen will compete in those
weight classes that were vacant
last year. Pete Marino '00 is go-
ing to wrestle in the heavy-
weight spot, a position for
wrestlers under 275 pounds.
Freshmen Mike Lennon, Corey
Widemer, Dan Hughes, and
Nick Allen will all contribute to
this years squad.
The first year wrestlers will
greatly improve the team, how-
ever, the team will be led by a
strong group of returning grap-
plers. Senior Raymond Jones is
coming off an outstanding year
at the 160- pound weight class.
An All- American last year,
Jay Bangash '97, behind, will play a major part
in the team's success this year.
GUS ELLISON
Jones finished second at the
New England Division
III championships, and then
went on to place seventh at the
NCAA Division III champion-
ships. Ty Bookman '99, wres-
tling at the 150-pound weight
class earned All-New England
honors, and finished sixth at
the New England Division III
tournament. Jason Gabrielle '99
also earned All-New England
honors and finished fourth in
the New England Division III
tournament. Jay Bangash '97,
returns after a season off, and
will be a strong leader of the
team. Bangash earned All-New
England honors two season ago
at the 177-pound weight class.
After a disappointing team
record a year ago, the Trinity
College wrestling program
seems to be turning things
around. With a solid group of
returning wrestlers, along with
an impressive freshman class,
the team is confident that they
will do well this year. "We have
definitely improved from as a
team," said Bangash. "We
should do well this season, but
in a couple of years this team
will be great," adds Bangash.
Monica Debiak '97, practices for this
weekend's meet with Colby. See how
the team did on Page 20.
LAURA BLACKWEU.
Women's Squash To
Return To Top Form
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The women's squash team is
now preparing for their season,
which begins on December
3rd. They ended last season at
9-6 and ranked 7th in the na-
tion in Division 1. The team is
missing two Second Team All-
Americans this season, Serena
arbonell '98 to the La Mama
Dance School in New York City
and CarolyB' Young to gradua--
tion, as well as NESCAC Stu-
dent-Athlete Meagan O'Malley
to graduation, but they still
seem to have a lot of depth.
Construction was completed
this summer to give Trinity
eight international squash
courts which should give the
team an extra edge in compe-
tition.
Coach Wendy Bartlett is
looking forward to begin her
13th season of coaching. Last
year, she broke the 100 win
mark and now has a compiled
dual-match record of 106-37
going into the '96-97 season,
"We should have a. very good
year. We have a nice, solid team.
We will be particularly strong
because of our #1 player coni-
ng in, Gail Davie, and we have
the potential to be very solid
and balanced throughout the
middle of the line up. We do
have a young team with
mainly sophomores and fresh-
man, but our Captain Katie
Reifenheiser '97 and Amanda
Tucker '98 should give a lot of
he needed support."
This year's squad will be
:aptained by Reifenheiser, who
inished with a 10-8 individual
•ecord last season at the #3 po-
sition. She is also coming off a
/ery successful varsity tennis
season where she was Co-Cap^
:ain and played #2. Other re-
:urning letter winners are #4
aige Vollmer '99, who re-
orded an 11-7 record, which
ncluded two impressive victo-
•ies at the Howe Cup, middle
adder player Betsy Paluck '99,
arah Burbank '99, and Tucker.
The two top freshman coming
in, Randy DePree and Priscilla
:arnum, have a lot of match
xperience. Farnum played
high school squash at Episco-
pal Academy in Philadelphia
and DePree played in the #1
spot at the Taf t School. The big
newsisthatDavie will becom-
ing in from England in January
to join the team. It is expected
that she will take over the #1
spot on the team because of her
past experiences as being one
of the top ranked juniors in her
country.
The women will begin their
season at Connecticut College
on December 3rd and follow
that with matches on the 7th at
Wesleyan against Colby and
Smith. The line-up has been
formed for these matches. But
due to challenge matches, and
the expected arrival of Davie,
the order is expected to change.
Yet, right now the line-up is as
follows in descending order:
Reifenheiser, Vollmer, Paluck,
Burbank, DePree, Sarah
McGowen '99, Emily Keating
'99, Nicole Hanley '00, Tucker,
Jennifer Death '00, and Cristin
George '00.
When asked which teams
the Bantams will be particu-
larly watching out for, Bartlett
responded quickly, "Oh, of
course we will be looking out
for the Ivy League Schools. We
would like to break into those
guys because we failed to do
that last.year, which disap-
pointed everybody." Trinity fin-
ished last season ranked #7
and placed 7th out of 27 teams
in the Howe Cup behind
Harvard, Princeton, Brown,
Yale, and Dartmouth, and Penn.
Tryouts and practice began
on November 1st. They will re-
turn early to Trinity to train be-
fore classes begin in January.
They plan to take day trips to
Connecticut Racquet Clubs to
compete against some of the
club's best, as well as train on
campus. Coach Bartlett stated
that they will be concentrating
on fitness again this year so that
they will be in shape to com-
pete against the Ivy league
schools. Their regular season
starts up again, after the win-
ter break, with their first home
match against Yale on January
15th. The women have their
eyes on beating some of the
Ivies this season and improving
on their 9-6 mark of last year.
With help from a large group of
incoming freshman, the future
looks bright for the squad.
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Hockey Opens With Weekend of Disappointment
BY JOSH GOLDFINE
Copy Editor
The hockey team opened the
1996-97 season with a pair of
disappointing defeats. The Ban-
tams dropped a gut-wrenching
4-3 decision to the Babson Bea-
vers on Friday evening and fol-
lowed that with a miserable
effort in an 8-1 loss to U-Mass
Boston the following night,
Friday night's game began
well for the home team, with
defenseman Mike Schulz '98
giving the Bantams the 1-0 lead
at 3:16 of the first period when
he took a pass from freshman
forward Scott Rickard at the top
of the face-off circle and fired it
past the Babson goaltender. The
Beavers rallied, scoring the next
two goals before Trinity's Mike
Burns '98 evened the score with
6:52 remaining in the second
period. Burns took a centering
pass from forward Sean Spencer
'98, waited for the goalie to go
down and fired the puck into
the top left corner.
The Bantams then went
ahead, 3-2, just over three min-
utes later when Rickard, who
played exceptionally all week-
end long, knocked home a re-
bound in the slot, collecting his
first collegiate goal. After going
into the third period down by a
goal, the Beavers wasted little
Scott Rickard '00 faces off against U-Mass-Boston
on Saturday.
time in making up the differ-
ence, as a Babson forward
streaked down the left side and
fired a low wrist shot past Trin-
ity netminder Jeff Blair '99 (35
saves). Then, the bottom fell out
on the Bantams.
On the power play with just
over seven minutes to play, an
errant Bantam clearing pass
from the defensive zone found
its way onto the stick of a Bea-
ver forward, who walked in and
fired a high wrist shot past Blair
to give the visitors the 4-3 lead.
Despite a furious Bantam rally
Men's Squash Set For National Title
BY PETER RHODES
. ... Sports Writer
This ye ar's men's squa sh team
is the strongest Trinity has
fielded in years. For the first
time in the last decade, the Ban-
tams have the quality players to
upset three-time national
champion Harvard. With
Amherst's rise to the upper ech-
elon, Trinity will be in a three
way battle for the NCAA Na-
tional Squash championship
Trinity's disappointing fifth
place finish at the N1SRA Team
Championships last season
prompted coach Paul
Assaiante's aggressive stance in
recruiting last season. The addi-
tions of freshmen Preston
Quick, Marcus Cowie, and Steve
Ayling bolster an already formi-
dable team, making this Ban-
tam perhaps the most talented
team in the country. Cowie and
Ayling are both English players
who are studying at Trinity.
Cowie was ranked number 2 in
the world last year. Quick brings
his* skills as the number two
' ranked junior player to the Ban-
tam squad as well. Although
Ayling has committed to Trin-
ity, he will not be a part of the
team until after Christmas.
Trinity's talent this season
speaks for itself. Cowie's strong
international game commands
the number one spot on the
team. Co-Captain Mike Bittner
will have to fight off the talent
of sophomore Charlie Saunders
and Quick to secure the number
two position on the team.
Rounding out the middle spots
, will be the senior tandem of Co-
Captain Tosh Belsinger, and
Steve Gregg. Ayling will con-
tribute to the middle of the
lineup, Jon Freeman '98, John
; Churchhill '99, and Joseph
Pentland '98 will strengthen the
bottom half of the draw.
WE5 SALEM
over the game's final minutes,
Trinity was unable to convert
and dropped the first game of
the season, 4-3.
The Bantams returned to the
ice the next night against the
Beacons of U-Mass Boston,
which came to Hartford on the
strength of a 7-3 thrashing of
Wesleyan on Friday evening.
The visitors showed no letup on
the Bantams, dominating play
throughout the first period and
grabbin'l'a 2-0 lead. Then; the
wheels completely fell off the
Bantam wagon in the second
stanza, as the Beacons put to-
gether a plethora of odd-man
rushes, using many Trinity de-
fensive lapses to pile on four
more goals in an eventual 8-1
win. The lone Bantam goal was
scored by freshman forward
Ryan Southard, who tallied his
first collegiate goal midway
through the second period off a
nice centering pass from Burns.
With the two losses over the
weekend, the Bantams put
themselves in an immediate
hole as they head into the
Charles Luce Tournament at
Connecticut College next week-
end. Yet, Coach Dunham saw
some positive things from his
club: "The freshman played re-
ally well. 1 think that a lot of
kids were just drained, more
emotionally, from playing the
two games over the weekend."
Dunham also reiterated that
the U-Mass Boston loss was not
as bad as it appears: "We had a
few kids out [on Saturday night],
and our defense was really
beaten up. Schulz was hurt and
(senior defenseman Brady)
Jensen was just coming back
from a shoulder injury. The
thing is that our forwards really
have to help out the defense. It's
going to come down to whether
or not we can play good team
defense." Dunham made several
controversial coaching deci-
sions on Saturday, sitting three
key players because of disciplin-
ary reasons.
It has only been one weekend,
but those two nights produced
a pair of losses. The Bantams
still have a chance to turn their
season around, and this must
begin on Saturday when they
face off against the Camels of
Connecticut College in the
opening game of the Luce Tour-
nament.
Co-captain Tosh Belsinger '97, foreground, is one of cus ELLISON
the many players who hopes to bring Trinity a
national crown.
With the new talent to
Trinity's already talented squad
and the strong leadership of the
team's co-captains Belsinger
and Bittner, this team is primed
for a title run.
Captain Mike Bittner returns
after three All-American sea-
sons. Last year Bittner was se-
lected as a Second Team
All-American after finishing
his season with a slipped disk.
After an off season that in-
cluded successful back surgery,
Bittner looks to return to first
team All-American status.
After Belsinger's.breakout
season last year, he's looking to
improve on last year's team-best
14-4 record. Belsinger won the
Most Improved Player award
• last season by a unanimous
vote.
Belsinger and Bittner repre-
sent the strongest captain tan-
dem Trinity's squash team has
seen in years. Their leadership
at the helm of this talented team
is last piece of the national
championship puzzle that the
Bantams needed to make a le-
gitimate run at a national
championship.
Coach Paul Assaiante enters
his third year as head coach of
this Bantam squad with an
overall record of 24-5.
Assaiante's dedication to this
team has led the team from a
second level to a first level
squash program in three years.
Assaiante's management of this
team has commanded the re-
spect of the league. His develop-
ment of the team from a
primarily hard ball oriented
squad to one of the best sof tball
teams in the country show his
skills as an elite squash coach.
The Trinity Squash team is
the only team on campus that
is a Division 1 team and the only
one to have won a national
championship. This year's sea-
son marks a momentous occa-
sion where the squash team can
bring Trinity the highest honor
of national athletics. The first
match is on December 5 versus
Tufts at M.I.T
Women's B~Ball Drops
Opener To Babsora
Kate Leonard '99, seen here in practice,
tries to keep the ball out of reach.
GUS ELLISON
continued from Page 20
Then, on the Tuesday follow-
ing Thanksgiving vacation,
the Bantams will play their
tixst home game and their first
game against a NESCAC op-
ponent when rival Wesleyan.
comes to Ray QostingGymna-
sium, • :
The rest of the"women's
basketball schedule includes
another Tuesday night home
game against Western New
England on December 10, an
away match-up with Smith
College on December 12, and a
Saturday afternoon home
game with St, Joseph's College
of Connecticut on December
14.
\
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THIS WEEK [college View Cafe Trivia Contest
IN BANTAM
Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia contest
questions correctly and leave a voice mail at The Tripod at
x2589 wins a pitcher of Milwaukee's Best from the College
View Cafe.
College NIcknamesaaBWe Give The
SchooL.You Give The Nickname.'
1 Iowa State
2, Peppercline
3. St. John's -
4a University of Miami
5-University of Hawaii
a I
Tuesday, November 26
Men's Basketball vs. Coast Guard, 7:30
Women's Basketball at Albertus
Magnus, 7:00
Saturday, November 30
Hockey vs. Conn College at the Charles
B. Luce Tournament at Conn College,
1:00
Sunday, December 1
Hockey at Charles B. Luce Tournament,
Consolation/Finals, 1/3:30
! . . - •
Tuesday, December 3
Women's Basketball vs. Wesleyan, 6:00 I
Men's Basketball vs. Eastern Conn., 8:00 §
Women's Squash at Conn College, 7:00
Thursday, December 5
Men's Basketball at Western Conn., 7:00f
Men's Swimming vs. Coast Guard, 7:00
Men's Squash vs. MIT and Tufts at MIT,
* What Do All of These Nicknames Have In Common?
Congratulations to Rob Norton '97 for winning last week's contest.
Friday, December 6
Hockey at St. Anselm, 7:00
Saturday, December 7
Wrestling vs. Western New England and j
Southern Maine, 12:00 PM
Hockey at New England College, 3:00
Women's Squash at Wesieyan
Invitational vs. Colby and Smith
Indoor Track at Wesleyan Invitational
j Men's Basketball Stats
--AI1FG-- --3Pt.FG-- --FT--
Bednar, Kevin 2-2 20-30-66.7 0-1-0.0 4-6-66.7
Mulfinger, John 2-2 15-32-46.9 4-9-44.4 2-2-100.0
Moody, Craig 2-2 8-20-40.0 2-7-28.6 1-6-16.7
Brokaw.JB 2-0 6-10-60.0 1-3-33.3 4-4-100.0
Gallagher, Brenden 2-2 4-11-36.4 0-0-0.0 7-9-77.8
Hava, David 2-2 2-6-33.3 1-4-25.5 2-4-50.0
Devanney, Chris 2-0 2-4-50.0 0-0-0.0 2-2-100.0
Lynch, Tim 2-0 2-4-50.0 0-1-0.0 1-1-100.0
Levin, Jason 2-0 2-9-22.2 1-1-100.0 0-0-0.0
Murphy, Andy 1-0 1-1-100.0 0-0-0.0 0-2-0.0
-Rebounds— _ _
r
.-Def.-Tot.-A~vg. A"TO1 . St. FFPts. Avp.
3 7 44 22.0
1 3 36 18.0
1 3 19 9.5
2 9 17 8.5
0 8 15 7.5
2 6 7 3.5
1 1 6 3.0
2 4 5 2.5
0 5 5 2.5
0 1 2 2.0
Trinity
Opponents
62-127-48.8 9-26-34.6 23-36-63.9 24-61-85 42.5 30 31 6 12 47 156 78.0
49-123-39.813-40-32.536-55-65.5 24-48-72 36.0 2422 ,2 17 37 147 73.5
College View Cafe
SAVE $6.50-AT-THE VIEW
$10 With Coupon
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse
GOOD NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED fmm A
Tuesdays $4.00 Pitchers* Thursdays $4.00 Pitchers*
*=Mil's Best
Kevin Bednar V9
i
Bednar, a sophomore forward
on the men's basketball team,
scored a career-high 30 points
in the team's 79-62 victory
over Anna Maria In the
consolation round of the
Skictmore, Tournament. He
added 10, rebounds and 2
blocks irtthe win. He scored 14
points in the opening round loss
to Brockport State on Friday.
He leads the team in points,
rebounds, blocks and steals.
port*
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Bednar's 30 Helps Trinity Salvage Consolation Victory
BY MICHAEL CHUTE
Sports Writer
On Friday night, the men's
basketball team opened its sea-
son with a loss against
Brockport State in the first
round of the Skidmore Tourna-
ment. However, the squad de-
feated Anna Maria in the
consolation round the next day
to even its record at 1-1. The split
left the team slightly disap-
pointed, since they expected to
win the tournament. Yet there
were some positive things that
came out of it. Improved de-
fense and rebounding helped
the team record an easy victory
in the second game. In addition,
their were some fine individual
performances. Sophomore
Kevin Bednar shot a combined
67%, averaging twenty-two
points and nine rebounds a
game. John Mulfinger '99 was
another bright spot with eigh-
teen points and seven rebounds
a game.
In the opener, Trintity lost to
Brockport, 85-77. The Bantams
were able to play with them for
most of the game, until one di-
sastrous stretch set the club
back; After a basket by
Mulfinger gave the Bantams a
one point lead, Brockport State
went on a 10-0 run. As
Mulfinger notes, "After that run,
it was hard to get back in a
groove." Bednar agreed that it
changed the entire game. One
exceptional player made it espe-
cially hard for Trinity to come
back. A lightning quick point
guard named Jay Adams (30
points) gave Trinity's defense
more than it could handle. As
co-captain David Hava says,"
Adams was very quick. We did
a good job containing him in the
first half, but in the second half
he penetrated more and distrib-
uted the ball better." He caused
a lot of problems for the defense.
As the team started to concen-
trate on him more, this left a lot
of players open. Trinity allowed
a monstrous 56 points in the
second half, just six fewer than
they did in the entire game
against Anna Maria. Many of
the points came from the free
throw line.
In the second half, Brockport
converted on seventeen of
twenty-six shots from the line.
For Trinity, Mulfinger scored
nineteen points. Bednar and
co-captain Craig Moody '98 had
14 and 13 points, respectively.
J.B. Brokaw '99 also chipped in
with eleven, points , : _ ; J . . . ' • . .
In the consolation round,
Co-captain David Hava '97 looks to
lead young group of Bantams back to
postseason play:
LAURA BLACKWELL
ing effort from Bednar. Hava
remarked, "Kevin had a great
game. He's such a competitor
that the way he plays motivates
other people, he really carried
us through the first half." In the
first half, Bednar scored twenty
points, finishing the game with
thirty. He also had ten re-
bounds. Mulfinger also had a
solid game with seventeen
points, six assists and six re-
bounds. Although the team
started the game down 13-2; it
came back with a strong effort
and won 79-62. Coach Stan
Ogrodnick told his team to re-
lax after the poor start and to
start playing their own game
and when they did this, the
shots started to fall. While the
Bantams shot an excellent 53%
from the field, they held their
opponents to just 34%. As Hava
explained, "We did a much bet-
terjob defending their post play-
ers and forcing their perimeter
guards to take bad shots." An-
other factor was that Trinity
outrebounded their opponents
48-31. Brenden Gallagher '98
and Bednar were both forces on
the boards. The victory over
Anna Maria gives the team a
building block for their home
opener., this. .Tuesday, against
Coast Guard.
Trinity was led by an outstand-
Swimming Splits Weekend Meet
BY JANET M. LEE
Sports Writer
This past Saturday, the men's
and women's swim teams trav-
eled a grueling five hours to face
off with Colby College for the
first dual meet of their season.
Despite three weeks of double
practices, strong returning and
new swimmers and a positive
mental and physical attitude,
the men's team lost to Colby,
155-119, and the women's team
tied Colby with a rare score of
150-150. The swimmers, how-
ever, are not disappointed by the
result of the Colby meet; in-
stead, they consider their per-
formance at Colby as a "very
good starting point," stated co-
captain Lisa Giarratano '97.
Traditionally, Colby has
maintained a reputation as a
tough opponent. According to
senior co-captain Dave
McFarland, "Every year, Colby
has several top-notch men and
women swimmers, many of
whom place nationally."- Thus,
he continued, "even though [the
loss at] Colby was expected, our
team swam really well overall
and the meet was rather en-
couraging." Coach Amy Will-
iams also agreed, stating that
"the meet was very exciting and
was an excellent stepping stone
for the both the men and
women swimmers".
Despite the results at the
Colby meet, seven swimmers,
three of which are freshmen,
made the coveted New England
Championship cuts. On the
women's team, Ann Taylor '98
Beavers Too Much
For Women's B-Balt
The women's basketball
team opened up their season
with a 49-43 loss to Babson
College this past Saturday.
The Bantams met the Babson
College Beavers foi^  an. after-
noon non-conference game in
Wellesley, Massachusetts. The
Bantams and the Beavers were
closely matched in a lot of sta-
tistical categories following
Saturday's game. Both teams
The swim team prepares for last
weekend's meet with Colby.
finished the 50,100 and 200
backstroke with impressive
times of 31.45,108.68 and 221.68
seconds respectively. Allie
McBride '98 also swam well,
swimming the 1000 and 500
freestyle with a time of 1134.20
and 543.82 respectively and the
200 butterfly in 233.06. Karyn
Meyer '99 also qualified for the
New Englands, finishing the
200 butterfly with an excellent
time of 227.87 and freshman
Emily Polito '00 swam the 1000'
and 500 freestyle in 1122.03 and
534.51 respectively and the 200
individual medley in 224.40.
The men also posed a tough
competition to Colby with three
swimmers finishing with New
England qualifying times. Tave
Fitzpatrick finished the 50 and
100 freestyle with a time of
22.67 and 50.21 seconds respec-
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tively. Ryan Young and Michael
Gorman, both freshmen, also
demonstrated strong perfor-
mances as Young finished the
1000 freestyle and the 200
breaststroke in 1031.38 and
225.71 respectively. Gorman
also emerged victorious,
finshing the 50,100 and 200
backstroke races with times of
27.38,58.99, and 208.78 seconds
respectively.
Overall, the swimmers' per-
formance at Colby only empha-
size Trinity's potential for a
well-earned and long-awaited
comeback. It was unanimously
agreed that all the perfor-
mances at Colby were excellent.
Stated McBride of the Colby
meet, "Everyone swam well. Ev-
eryone really came together as
a team and our level of training
and our times reflected that."
BY GORDON MANN
•, Sports Writer
captured a double-double (20
points, 9 rebounds) in Babson's
opening game. Also reaching
double figures in scoring for
Babson was Beth Giovanni '98
with her 11 points.
Martin expressed a need for
patience as this was the team's
first game for this year. Mar-
tin said that "as a unit, we
.didn't work the ball around as
much as we shouldVe." Earls
said that nervousness may
have been problem in the Ban-
tams first game of the season.
This game was also the first
We definitely have great potential on our
team— Laurel Earls, f99
pulled down 38 team, rebounds
and attempted 50 shots; Trin-
ity took'a 17-16 lead after a
close first half of play. How-
ever, Babson attempted 10
more shots than Trinity in the
second half and came back to
score 33 points to get the 49-43
win. '
Trinity received a strong per-
formance from junior Sarah
Martin, who scored 8 points
while grabbing nine rebounds,
and sophomore guards Kate
Leonard and Laurel Earls, who
both also scored 8 points. Jun-
ior Carolynn'Canty had a
str,Q/t\g rebounding perfor-
mance, gathering seven re-
bounds.
The Beavers were bolstered
by a good showing f mm Shan-
non Campbell '99, who nearly
one for the Bantams since the
graduation of all-time assist
leader, Kara Ryczek, The play
of reserve guards Earls and
Leonard, who led the team
with three offensive rebounds
helped the Bantams in their
transition into the "post-Kara-
era" thus far. Earls believes
thatthetearn'sfutureisbright
"We definitely have great po-
tential on our team," com-
ments Earls.
According to Martin, the
team would have liked to en-
ter Christmas break without
a loss on their record. Trinity
will have get a chance to get
on track with a non-confer-
ence match-up against
Albertuis Magnus tomorrow
night at 7:00 in New Haven.
see Women, on page 18
